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Annual Pledge Campaign:
Spiritual Grounding
Notes:

Grounding your Leadership in
Resurrection and Resource
The Resurrection Icon

What does it mean to pull people from the sleep of unawareness, to
an awareness of gratitude and generosity? Why do we need to help
them?

Opening Meditation

What does it mean to accompany people afraid of, and unprepared for,
the work of raising money and people? Why does intimacy with Christ
support this work?

FEARLESS TIP: For other material on formation in church life,
see Fearless Church Fundraising, Pages 43-63.
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Icon: Resurrection Icon
(The Anastasis)
Resource 2.1

Egg tempera on wood, 2001, Mount Athos, Greece
The Resurrection Icon also known as the Harrowing of Hell is from the seventh century Chora Monastery
side-chapel in Istanbul, where the monks did their meditation. The image remains there today. On the left:
Jesus grabs Adam, watched by John the Baptist, King Solomon, King David, and Elijah. On the right: Jesus
grabs Eve, watched by Abel — the first innocent, Moses, Peter, John the Evangelist, and James. Not one person
is complacent except “evil” anthropomorphized at Jesus’ feet. Their features are taught with participation
in the work Jesus is doing. Only evil is immobilized — his head abnormally small, bound, laying in darkness
among the discarded implements of the crucifixion — nails, manacles, and keys — all still tumbling from the
explosion of saving grace. In the middle stands Jesus. His waist bound tightly with a swath of cloth twelve
inches deep, from loin to breast — its shadowed edges indicating its tightness, and hiking up his blazing
white vestments so that his feet are free to find a firm hold as he pulls Adam and Eve from passive sleep.
Adam and Eve have been sleeping; they have no belts, their vestments tumble down around their feet and
sag all over their body in the posture of the waiting, the sleeping, the saved. Jesus has female, birth-giving
hips as he twists the birth of life into eternity.
Book of Common Prayer Collect
O God of unchangeable power and eternal light: look favorably on your whole Church, that wonderful and
sacred mystery; by the effectual working of your providence, carry out in tranquility the plan of salvation;
Let the whole world see and know that things which were cast down are being raised up, and things which
had grown old are being made new, and that all things are being brought to their perfection by him through
whom all things were made, your Son Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Stewardship Prayer
Lord Jesus Christ, with the great dynamos and birth-giving of your power, you have pulled life from death,
freedom from imprisonment, wakefulness from sleep, in-action to action. Help us do the hard work of
leadership in stewardship and financial development. Help us to pull a sleepy people weighed down by
sleepy distraction and heavy greed into a generous wakefulness of gratitude and mission-investment by
helping them give their money away. Help us to set free a church too often confined in the coffins of scarcity
so that all Saints may work to unfurl the Kingdom of God. Amen.
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Icon: The Beloved Disciple
Listening to the Heartbeat of God
Resource 2.2

Egg tempera on carved wood, 2002, Mount Athos, Greece
This Icon is a representation of The Beloved Disciple who, by church tradition,
is shown listening to God’s Heartbeat (John 21:20) and is mentioned six times
in John’s gospel. The image is an ancient one and is the foundational icon
of the Celtic tradition as well as one of the church’s two main icons of Saint
John. The image is designed to reflect the friendship into which Jesus invites
the Beloved Disciple in John’s gospel (John 15:15) and serves as a reminder
that our gifts to each other, to God through the church, and to the city and
world through the church, are an act of friendship which emerges from our
relationship with God through Jesus Christ. Our giving is an expression of
our understanding that we are made in the image of God, who models the
generosity we express through our love, our giving, and our creativity. We
too are lovers, giver and creators. The work of stewardship and financial
development is to help people live into their imago dei — their image of God.
Since the end of the first century, the Beloved Disciple was considered to be
Saint John the Evangelist, however some scholarship disputes that assertion.
Regardless, the image of welcome and comfort is a powerful one for the
stewardship leader.
John 20
Early on the first day of the week, while it was still dark, Mary Magdalene came
to the tomb and saw that the stone had been removed from the tomb. 2So
she ran and went to Simon Peter and the other disciple, the one whom Jesus
loved, and said to them, ‘They have taken the Lord out of the tomb, and we
do not know where they have laid him.’ 3Then Peter and the other disciple set
out and went towards the tomb. The two were running together, but the other
disciple outran Peter and reached the tomb first.
John 13:23
One of his disciples — the one whom Jesus loved— was reclining next to him…
Prayer
Lord Jesus Christ, you welcome all of humanity to intimacy with you. You have
called us friends and you have done so out of the experience you have had
on Earth with your friends. You welcome your beloved friend to lay next to you
in the last hours of your friendship, during the Last Supper with your friends.
Bring us, Lord Christ, to lie against you for comfort and encouragement as
we do the hard work of stewardship, financial development, and evangelism
in our church. When we face resistance, draw close to us. When we are tired,
welcome us to rest. So encourage us by the intimacy of your friendship that
we may do the hard work of encouraging the people of our church to give
their money to its mission with the power of a leader and midwife. Amen.
Day 2 | Fearless Church Fundraising | © 2002, Charles LaFond
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Annual Pledge Campaign:
Leadership & Campaign Preparation
Overview

Notes:

This material is a study of the process and resources needed for planning
and executing effective pledge campaigns in churches of all sizes and in
all denominations. It will always be tempting for churches and dioceses
to claim pathological uniqueness (“Oh, but our church is so different!
That won’t work with our very special people!”) when tempted into the
resistance which we so often face in the grip of fear about raising money.
This material will provide strategies and resources that reduce fear and
empower courage. Applying the basics of a pledge campaign strategy will
work in a church of 30 or a church of 3,000 members. Some of the logistics
will change but the process works no matter how large, no matter how
sophisticated, and no matter how resistant or enthusiastic.
The pledge campaign process (March to April of next year) includes:
1.

The final “thank you!” ending the last campaign.

2. Careful inclusion of congregations in planning and imagining
mission while maintaining the social and spiritual health of the
church.
3. Doing work worthy of a philanthropic investment and being able
to describe it effectively.
4. Doing and reviewing metrics.
5. Telling the congregation the next campaign is coming and
providing spiritual teaching about philanthropy in churches and
in faith.
6. Clearly beginning the campaign with an event, an “ask,” and
materials with a deadline for pledges.
7.

Managing the eight weeks of communications of case and need.

8. Encouraging the pledge submissions.
9. Thanking members as they pledge—immediately and over time.
10. Asking boldly and directly for any remaining pledges toward
the end of the 8 weeks and fighting for 100% inclusion.
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11. Communicating urgency without anxiety.
12. Celebrating the campaign end with fun and enthusiasm for a
mission funded.
13. Thanking at the end of the campaign, immediately reviewing
metrics, and beginning the next campaign plan.
14. Stewarding the gifts appropriately with effective mission, gift
management, and gift acknowledgement.
We begin with case development as an introductory and primary baseconversation to set up leadership in pledge campaign design and
management. The church must face the reality that modern technology
and generational change is requiring that churches not only deserve the
money they seek to raise, but also are able to effectively communicate
their case to a distracted, over-stimulated, and message-overwhelmed
congregation.

Notes:

Modern church philanthropy is facing one primary challenge: we must
now convince an informed donor community that the church is a good
investment, and that we deserve the money we seek for mission.
It used to be the case that people pledged and gave to our churches
simply because they always had, and because their parents did before
them. Those days are over. Today, people who are making decisions
about their giving and their membership have access to the stories other
effective non-profit agencies tell very effectively about why their mission
is essential. The YMCA, the local museum, public radio—they all do a great
job and we can no longer rest on church membership as the sole means
by which people know how and why to make a pledge. If our churches
cannot communicate that mission is essential, then donors will not make
the investment of pledge or membership gifts let alone major and planned
gifts.
We now must raise money and we must raise people. New pledges and
new members no longer walk into our doors. We must find them and keep
them. Pledges and membership are now linked as we raise both money
and people year-round.
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Annual Pledge Campaign:
Leadership & Campaign Preparation
Overview (cont’d.)
1.

Notes:

Case-for-support: deserving the money we seek to raise.

a. How do we communicate that we deserve the money we
seek to raise?
b. Involvement of the congregation—case content
development.
c. Collect and write your message content—teaching case
writing.
d. Define who your mission serves for your congregation:
Explain the “WHY?” not just the “what” and the “how.”
e. Tell personal stories of who benefits from your ministry—
HUMAN LIVES
				
i. Tell human internal stories
				
ii. Tell human external stories
2. Defining question: What impact on the area around your church
would be missing were your church/diocese to disappear in your
town/region?
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Notes:
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Annual Pledge Campaign:
Leadership & Campaign Preparation
Campaign Preparation
One of the greatest failures in both stewardship and membership growth
is that these functions in our churches are not planned by lay leadership,
owned by lay leadership, or invested into by lay leadership. Fear causes
procrastination which, in turn, weakens how we raise money (financial
pledges) in the fall, and how we raise people (membership growth) in the
spring.

Notes:

The analysis of metrics and the establishment of planning calendars
with measurable objectives are both essential to the effective leadership
of, and management of, a successful campaign to raise either money or
people in either stewardship or membership growth.

FEARLESS TIP: For other material on preparation and planning
for the annual pledge campaign, see Fearless Church Fundraising,
Pages 67-75.
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Annual Pledge Campaign
Overview
Effective annual pledge campaign overview (see Fearless Church
Fundraising)
1. Invested case development: the materials which churches use
to raise money need to be developed by hosting meaningful
conversations so that when the donor goes to make the gift, they
are making a gift into a case which they have helped to develop
out of their longings for the church and for humanity, inspired
by the Holy Spirit. Donors will only fund what they themselves
considered vital. Gone are the days that we tell donors what to
give to and how to give it.
2. Developed and crafted case: the “case” of a campaign is the
“why” of what the money is needed for and the “what” of what the
money will accomplish. If the case is not well-designed, then the
donors will give to other organizations who have done good case
development.

Notes:

3. Advance campaign: the advanced campaign will facilitate the
leadership gifts in advance of the campaign, so the focus may be
applied to non-donors and lapsed donors.
4. Events: opening and closing celebrations–one of the primary
changes in philanthropy in our churches is that donors will only
give to that in which they are physically involved.
5. Ministry Minutes: the case development of our campaign work
must be both written and human. The average young family in our
churches today only go to church once or twice a month meaning
that each week over eight weeks they must hear someone they
know and love speak passionately about why the church and its
mission-needs to exist in this time in this place. Ministry minutes
are personal testimonials to the impact of mission and ministry
in a particular church.
6. Phone-a-Thon: personal telephone call with a carefully and
passionately spoken message is an essential interjection into the
life of a parishioner to encourage giving and pledging within the
eight weeks of a pledge campaign.
7.

Thanking process: a carefully designed thank you process is the
hinge between two campaigns.

8. Evaluation: the evaluation asks questions needed to ensure that
mistakes are not repeated and successes are not forgotten.
Day 2 | Fearless Church Fundraising | Source: Charles LaFond
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Annual Pledge Campaign
Overview
9. Planning next campaign: there is no creativity in a crisis. If
planning is truncated due to procrastination, campaign design
and management will suffer.
10. Thanking process: a carefully designed thank you process is the
hinge between two campaigns.
11. Evaluation: the evaluation asks questions needed to ensure that
mistakes are not repeated and successes are not forgotten.
12. Planning next campaign: there is no creativity in a crisis. If
planning is truncated due to procrastination, campaign design
and management will suffer.

Notes:

Review and data analysis; what do you know about past work in your
diocese and in your church churches?
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Annual Pledge Campaign:
Communications & Case Development
The Campaign Communications Plan
Jesus came to Earth as the Word, not the idea.
Words are important.
One of the chief weaknesses of campaigns to raise money (pledges) or
people (membership) is the weakness of communications strategy, design,
and implementation. The church is used to assuming people will pledge
or join simply because they always have. That is no longer true.
Other agencies doing effective and powerful work in the world are able to
communicate why people should make philanthropic investments and why
people should join communities of mission. The ability to communicate
effectively will support any ability a church may have to raise money
or people. Too often, churches communicate in case-development and
their self descriptions are only aspirational hopes rather than the actual,
truthful, measurable effectiveness they are able to prove in a particular
place and time as a church.

Notes:

A communications plan, whether for a small church or a large church, is
essential to support financial development and membership growth.
FEARLESS TIP: For other material on pledge campaign materials:
see Fearless Church Fundraising, Pages 121-131.
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Communications and Stewardship
Campaign Management
1.

Notes:

Craft your campaign theme/slogan.

a. Listen to God’s mission in which you are involved.
b. Listen to people talk about your church’s ministry, mission,
and impact.
c. Pray about the ability to hear a call to a theme.
d. Look for the vision.
e. Look for images.
f. Host conversations.
				i. Brainstorm
				ii. Focus group
g. What are you known for in the community?
h. What do you want to be known for in the community?
i. How does this intersect with what Jesus asks us to
accomplish? (God’s Mission)
				
i. “We do a great job at________________.”
				
ii. “We can accomplish this thing that
				
other area non-profits cannot do.”
				
iii. Make this a story about why you exist and
			
why that existence should be funded.
2. Discernment of your campaign theme:

		

a. Schedule coffees, small group focus groups, brainstorming
sessions, crock pot conversations, ect.
b. Look for a quote from a hymn, a song, an ad, a ministry
minute speaker, etc.
c. Look at your life together right now. What is about to happen
and how do you want that happening to be funded?

3. Crafting the final decision about your case.
a. Keep it simple and to one message.
				
i. A Call to Love
				ii. Love, Care, Give
				
iii. Cream of My Heart
				
iv. Living Out the Image of God: Creator,
				 Lover, and Giver					
				
v. Sowing Seeds of Hope
				
vi. More Than Enough (pile of cookies)
				Vii. Story to Story

Day 2 | Fearless Church Fundraising | Source: Charles LaFond
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Campaign Communications
Communications and Stewardship Campaign
Management (cont.)
4. Use your message content: Communicate!
a. Know your people.
b. Keep an eye out for talent, and recruit, and thank and
thank and thank.
c. Cultivate volunteers the way you cultivate major gifts—
relationships.
d. Your brand is not your logo! Your brand is the combination
of who people say you are and who you know you are. Do
you deserve the money you think you want to raise?

Notes:

Day 2 | Fearless Church Fundraising | Source: Mike Orr
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Donor Motivation
Resource 2.3

Pick a course for which you are raising money and write out how each
motivation supports your case for support. When writing, remember why
people give:

1.

Social acceptance

2. Advancing a cause they believe in

3. Call from God (spiritual depth and awareness)

4. Moral obligation

5. Benefits to the donor

6. Benefits to the community and world

Day 2 | Fearless Church Fundraising | © 2011, Charles LaFond
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Parish or Church
Case Development Exercise
Resource 2.4

A simple exercise you can do with a group (vestry,
committee, etc.)
What do we do that Jesus would recognize and love?:

What do we provide?:

How do we change lives?:

What results to society do we provide which make change?:

How has one life been changed by our mission?:

Why should a donor invest in this work?:

FEARLESS TIP: For other material on pledge campaign case
development, see Fearless Church Fundraising, Pages 107-120
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C ampaign C ase
D evelopment T ools

R esource A ppendix : C ommunications
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Overview of Campaign
Development Tools
How to Develop a Case-for-Support Brochure			
Sample Campaign Communications Plan
Video Campaign Design 			
Art of Hosting Meaningful Conversation
Hosting in a Hurry
Donor-Centric Case and Process
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Case-for-Support Brochure

How to Develop
Design
Your brochure doesn’t need to be outsourced. You can utilize a number of
standard programs to design your own brochure from a template. Word,
Publisher, even PowerPoint. Or partner with a graphic designer in your
community and utilize InDesign or Quark.
Cover
Show photos of life going on in your parish or photos/graphics that help
represent your theme. Don’t forget your parish logo and the theme of the
campaign.

Notes:

Content
Tell your story through the theme lens. Maybe use:
• 3rd person narrative.
• the voice of a child who is thanking the parish for his future
spiritual home.
• a collection of first person narratives from parishioners.
Response
Mailing lists: is it clean? A better list equals better communication — your
best friend is your list. Include a return envelope with postage to return
the pledge. Also have online pledging available as an option.
Quality
Strive for excellence. If the animal shelter is seeking a pledge from you,
and they gave you an awfully designed brochure covered with 6 different
fonts and clip art of cutsie little puppies and kitties, would you be inspired
to write a big check? If it isn’t up to your standards of excellence, go a
different route.
Website
INVEST in your website; build in capabilities to allow interaction. More
people will look through your website than will read your brochure.
Other Campaign Messaging
eNewsletters, Bulletin Inserts, Sermons, Verbal Announcements, Potty
Posters, Banners, etc.
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Sample:
Campaign Communications Plan

Notes:

Day 2 | Fearless Church Fundraising | Source: Mike Orr

1st Week of February

Draft Campaign Plan Schedule.

1st Week March

Write articles on stewardship campaign,
hosting conversation, & discernment.

3rd Week March

Plan campaign theme, begin crafting
graphics and materials.

3rd Week of April

Draft annual pledge campaign materials
drafting.

1st Week of May

Write articles on formation and hosting
conversation.

2nd Week of June

“Campaign is Coming” letter to
members and prospects.

3rd Week of June

Advance campaign begins (Vestry,
College of Vestry, Staff, & Clergy).

1st Week of July

Write articles on stewardship campaign
and major gifts.

2nd Week of September

Campaign celebration save the date
card send (printing & postage).

2nd Week of September

Send pedge cards to printer to hit
mailboxes by Kickoff.

8th Sunday before Celebration

Stewardship campaign kickoff, Ministry
Minute 1.

4th Week of September

Post ministry minute speaker online
with link to pledging online.

4th Week of September

Online rollout of stewardship campaign
on website and social media.

4th Week of September

Send postcard stewardship Mailing 1
sent (printing & postage).

4th Week of September

Post “Did you Know?”—past/current year
accomplishments online.

4th Week of September

Post “What I Love about our ministry”
online.

25

7th Sunday before Celebration
Ministry Minute 2
Ministry minute speaker media post w/ link to pledging online.
“Did you Know?”—past/current year accomplishments media post.
“What I Love about our Ministry” media post.
eNews Ministry Minute with pledging link.
6th Sunday before Celebration
Ministry Minute 3
Ministry Minute speaker media post w/ link to pledging online.
“Did you Know?”—past/current year accomplishments media post.
Postcard stewardship Mailing 2 sent (printing & postage).
“What I Love about our Ministry” media post.
eNews Ministry Minute with pledging link.

Notes:

5th Sunday before Celebration
Ministry Minute 4
Ministry Minute speaker media post w/ link to pledging online.
“Did you Know?”—past/current year accomplishments media post.
Campaign wrap up event invitation postcard sent (printing &
postage).
“What I Love about our Ministry” media post.
eNews Ministry Minute with pledging link.
4th Sunday before Celebration
Ministry Minute 5
Ministry Minute speaker media post w/ link to pledging online.
“Did you Know?”—past/current year accomplishments media post.
Postcard stewardship Mailing 3 sent (printing & postage).
“What I Love about our Ministry” media post.
eNews Ministry Minute with pledging link.
3rd Sunday before Celebration
Ministry Minute 6
Ministry Minute speaker media post w/ link to pledging online.
“Did you Know?”—past/current year accomplishments media post.
“What I Love about our Ministry” media post.
eNews Ministry Minute with pledging link.
Finalize all End of Campaign Event designs & print materials.
2nd Sunday before Celebration
Ministry Minute 7
Ministry Minute speaker media post w/ link to pledging online.
“Did you Know?”—past/current year accomplishments media post.
Postcard stewardship Mailing 4 sent (printing & postage).
“What I Love about our Ministry” media post.
eNews Ministry Minute with pledging link.

Day 2 | Fearless Church Fundraising | Source: Mike Orr
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Sample:
Campaign Communications Plan (cont’d.)
Last Sunday before Celebration
Ministry Minute 8
Ministry Minute speaker media post w/ link to pledging online.
“Did you Know?”—past/current year accomplishments media post.
“What I Love about our Ministry” media post.
eNews Ministry Minute with pledging link.
FEARLESS TIP: For other material on case discernment, see
Fearless Church Fundraising, Pages 76-83.

Notes:
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FEARLESS TIP: For other material on pledge campaign case
development, see Fearless Church Fundraising, Pages 107-120.
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Sample:
Video Campaign Design
Resource 2.5

Fall Video Campaign Design
Charles LaFond and Stewardship Commission (campaign)
Seth Reese (communications)
Michelle Geurin (support) and David Rote and Chris Bartschi (events)
Introduction: After meetings with 18 lay and clergy leaders within the parish, an Art of Hosting World
Café exercise for idea generation among staff and clergy and four meetings with the communications
department, we have determined and designed the themes of the 2016 Commitment Campaign to fund
2017 budgets.
2016 Case Materials Themes:
Content Theme: Story by Story—Connecting people of differing generations (see Humans of New York
as an inspiration source) (Read Storycatcher for content inspiration)
Artistic design Theme: Spilled Ink
Theological Art Theme: Jesus Pantocrator Icon for thank you and for the reverse side of the pledge
certificate. (http://www.charleslafond.net/?attachment_id=3777 )
In her book Storycatcher, Christina Baldwin (https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/740566storycatcher-making-sense-of-our-lives-through-the-power-and-practice-o) writes, “Life hangs on a
narrative thread. This thread is a braid of stories that inform us about who we are, and where we come
from, and where we might go. The thread is slender but strong: we trust it to hold us and allow us to
swing over the edge of the known into the future we dream in words.”
Case Content:
People come to church for many reasons, however, in our culture, a deep desire of parishioners in such
a large parish is to connect and tell our story while hearing the story of others. We want to know names
and have our names known.
The 2016 campaign will celebrate the telling of our story between generations and will build on the
Art of Hosting and Dream Together Conferences which have been connecting people and encouraging
conversation.
Humans are biologically designed to gather and lend courage by telling stories. As we tell our story to
the world, we will tell each other our story and get to know each other’s names.
Sam Gove (http://www.samuellucasgove.com/) will donate more than $30,000 in time and talent as he
does art studio black and white images and then black and white film of congregation members sitting
in pairs and telling each other their story of what brings them joy in our church.
Speakers in film and video were chosen for the different kind of stories they can tell to each other and
to the listening audience. Filming begins May 8 and will be complete May 22 with editing to follow for
a June production deadline.
Day 2 | Fearless Church Fundraising | © Charles LaFond, 2015
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Speakers: Tom and Ned; Judy & Aubry; Angie and Burt; Jacob & Rob; Merrie, Mrs. Potter and baby Eva; Mary
and Georgann (Bunny); Mr. and Mrs. Jones; Nancy & William
Video Questions (one hour filming, 3 minutes, pointed and sharp content):
1. Tell your story (themes)
2. “What brings you joy at Saint John’s?”
a. One note-taker looking for angles (Seth)
b. One director prompting story (Charles)
c. Videographer and studio photography (Sam)
Campaign Materials: black and white post cards paired with 3-4 minute film clips:
The “case brochure” will be minimalist and will emphasize human story between people of 100-200 words
each. Eight large post cards (5x7) will be mailed weekly and then assembled to comprise the campaign
brochure and will include two stories each, a campaign update and links to web-based expansion materials.
The pledge card and thank you note cards will employ the “Word made flesh” icon of Jesus.
When the campaign is over, the eight cards will be bound as “campaign brochures” for new-comers. Each
card will feature a portrait-artist’s interpretation of two parishioners deep in joyful in conversation with an
emphasis on laughter. These black and white images will be taken as while black and white film records
their conversation as a video-case-brochure. Each of eight pairs of parishioners will be discussing “Joy at
Saint John’s” by each telling the other a brief (100 word) story about a moment or occasion of joy while at
Saint John’s ending in words about supporting our mission financially.
Videos and images will create a video loop in the Parish Hall on Sundays along with black and white
portraits of the eight parishioner-pairs along the hallway. A new web presence, on our existing web site, will
be designed for the campaign so that visitors can see the photos and videos along with funny out-takes and
longer features. Photos and filming will be done in pairs—two people telling each other their one-minute
story. Most couples will be made up of an older and a much younger parishioner so that we are speaking and
listening across generations. Post card boarders, new campaign stationary and other campaign materials
will include a colorful “spilled ink on heavy paper” artistic motif which will carry through on all materials
including special events decoration. A fine example of what we are trying to accomplish can be seen at
http://www.humansofnewyork.com/ which is simply a series of photos linked to stories of human lives in
New York City. This is an inspiration for what we are trying to accomplish.
Liturgy: A plan to include a “challenge moment” in each Sunday liturgy has been developed by a collaboration
between lay and clergy leadership along with input from the Chapter and Stewardship Commission. Though
we will dispense with “Ministry Minutes,” we will replace them with another liturgy-pause experience that
reminds the congregation weekly that they need to make a pledge and creates both the opportunity to
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Sample:
Video Campaign Design
Resource 2.5 (cont’d.)

engage the theme and consider their pledge and their gratitude for all God has given them. Cards will
be in weekly bulletins with that week’s black and white image of two parishioners laughing and speaking
together. On the other side will be a question. Parishioners will be asked to take 3 minutes to reflect
on and write a written answer to the question and then place it in baskets collected at the offering and
brought forward and placed before the altar as a ‘story-offering.” Questions week to week may include
eight of the following weekly:
1.

What momentous things have happened to you here at Saint John’s?

2. Where do you see Jesus at Saint John’s?
3. What feeds your soul at Saint John’s?
4. Who at Saint John’s has influenced you?
5. Tell a story of how you been changed at Saint John’s.
6. What inspires you in Saint John’s?
7.

Why is Saint John’s a good place to be?

8. What little details do you treasure at Saint John’s?
9. What do you look forward to at Saint John’s?
10. When was a time you felt cared for at Saint John’s
11. What is the one thing you would tell a stranger about Saint John’s?
•

In Summer, we hope to launch a new mobile app opportunity for giving among younger generations
who want access to case and giving opportunities on smart phones and mobile devices. Those
evaluations are being managed by Seth Reese and informed with conversations with stewardship
and membership leaders. A side-by-side analysis is being developed in order to make the best
choice. We are looking hard at Aware 3 and at Cheerful Giving. A side-by-side APP report will be
included in the June vestry report. See more about Cheerful Giving at https://www.dropbox.com/s/
ukb2e7pdrgqktc6/Cheerful%20Giving_Guide.pdf?dl=0 and more about Aware 3 at http://www.aware3.
com/connect?utm_campaign=adwrds-april16&utm_medium=link&utm_source=ad&gclid=CNraj7bo
u8wCFQcLaQodmW0NLQ
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Art of Hosting Meaningful
Conversation
Resource 2.6

Case Development & Investment: How to Harvest Longings
In her new book, Daring Greatly, Brene Brown argues that a group of leaders who solicit, accept, and
incorporate feedback inevitably nurture an engaged, tenacious group of people who are both innovative
and creative.
Allowing our congregation to come together to express their hopes and dreams for the church mission and
life inspires us to be vulnerable, to share openly, and to persevere together during times of hardship; whereas
not gathering to express our longings openly together keeps us small, resentful, and afraid. Authoritarian
cultures inspire disengagement, blame, gossip, stagnation, withheld financial and volunteer investment,
favoritism, a dearth of creativity, and a stifling of innovation.
Quoting writer and leader Peter Block, Chris Corrigan writes, “Far from being about control, leaders exercising
the convening capacity set boundaries for action and then invite within them.”
Peter Block says: “We hold leadership to three tasks:
1. Create a context that nurtures an alternative future, one based on gifts, generosity,
accountability, and commitment.
2. Initiate and convene conversations that shift people’s experience, which occurs through the way
people are brought together and the nature of the questions used to engage them.
3. Listen and pay attention.
Convening leaders create and manage the social space within which citizens get deeply engaged. Through
this engagement, citizens discover that it is in their power to resolve something or at least move the action
forward.”
The Art of Hosting Meaningful Conversation can be a subversive act against power and control. It will not be
received well in churches led by leaders bent on control. It will only work and thrive in places in which the
views and opinions of the congregation are welcome and encouraged. Regardless it is the only way forward
to achieve inclusion which leverages giving to a full potential.

Why is this material inserted into teaching on raising money and people?
One of the primary issues we are noticing in philanthropy at the beginning of the 21st Century is that a donor
will only invest his/her money and membership into an agency which has invited his/her opinion. Nonprofit
agencies which lead with order or control will not invite opinions or mission-longings from their constituents.
The only way to effectively raise money or people in the 21st Century is to allow them to physically and
relationally engage in mission-formation by hosting a safe place and structure in which their longings may
manifest and be heard as equals; even equals with bishops and clergy.
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The Art of Hosting is a secular, effective series of tools used to engage congregations in the harvesting of
their longings so that they feel heard and can see some of their collective, harvested longings for mission
evident in the case into which they are being invited to make financial pledges and membership choices.
What is The Art of Hosting?
a. Limiting Beliefs.
b. Conversation Tools.
c. Chaordic (the overlap space between chaos and order) Space: The value of losing control and
order for creativity.
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Hosting in a Hurry
Resource 2.7

Putting the Art of Hosting into Practice:
A quick reference for convening conversations that matter.
All conversations are opportunities for us to connect a little deeper with one another. In the Art of Hosting
practice we often talk of the four fold way and the seven little helpers: the simplest tools for convening any
conversation.
By far most of the conversations we host in our lives at work or in the community are conversations with
small groups. These simple processes are offered as quick reference for bringing depth and life to those
conversations.
The four fold way of hosting
We have learned that quality conversations leading to close team work and wise action arise when there are
four conditions present.
1. Be present
2. Participate and practice conversations
3. Host
4. Co-create
We call these four conditions the Four Fold Way of Hosting, because you can practice these any time. They
form the basis for all good hosting.
Be present
...host yourself first—be willing to sit in the chaos—keep the space open—sit in the fire of the present...
Being present means showing up, undistracted, prepared, clear about the need and what your personal
contribution can be. It allows you to check in with yourself and develop the personal practice of curiosity
about the outcomes of any gathering. Presence means making space to devote a dedicated time to working
with others. If you are distracted, called out or otherwise located in many different places, you cannot
be present in one. For meetings to have deep results, every person in the room should be fully present.
Collectively, it is good practice to become present together as a meeting begins This might be as simple as
taking a moment of silence to rest into the present. If an Elder is present, a prayer does this very nicely. Invite
a collective slowing down so that all participants in a meeting can be present together.
Questions to help you become present
What am I curious about?
Where am I feeling anxiety coming into this meeting and how can I let that go?
What clarity do I need?
What clarity do I have?
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Participate and practice conversation

...be willing to listen fully, respectfully, without judgement and thinking you already know all the answer—
practice conversation mindfully...
Conversation is an art, it is not just talk. It demands that we listen carefully to one another and that we
offer what we can in the service of the whole. Curiosity and judgement cannot live together in the same
space. If we are judging what we are hearing, we cannot be curious about the outcome, and if we have called
a meeting because we are uncertain of the way forward, being open is a key skill and capacity. Only by
practicing skillful conversation can we find our best practice together. If we practice conversation mindfully
we might slow down meetings so that wisdom and clarity can work quickly. When we talk mindlessly, we
don’t allow space for the clarity to arise. The art of conversation is the art of slowing down to speed up.

Host conversations

...be courageous, inviting and willing to initiate conversations that matter—find and host powerful questions
with the stakeholders—and then make sure you harvest the answers, the patterns, insights learnings and
wise actions...
Hosting conversations is both more and less than facilitating. It means taking responsibility for creating
and holding the container in which a group of people can do their best work together. You can create this
container using the seven helpers as starting points, and although you can also do this in the moment, the
more preparation you have the better. The bare minimum to do is to discern the need, prepare a question
and know what you will do with the harvest. If there is no need to meet, don’t meet. If there is a need get
clear on the need and prepare a process that will meet that need by asking a powerful question. And always
know how you will harvest and what will be done with that harvest, to ensure that results are sustainable
and the effort was worth it. Hosting conversations takes courage and it takes a bit of certainty and faith in
your people. We sometimes give short shrift to conversational spaces because of the fear we experience in
stepping up to host. It is, however, a gift to host a group and it is a gift to be hosted well. Work in meetings
becomes that much better.

Practicing conversation
Listen and help others to listen
Use silence
Contribute to the harvest
Put good questions in the center
Connect ideas

Hosting basics

Determine the need and the purpose
Create a powerful question
Host an appropriate process
Encourage contributions
Harvest
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Hosting in a Hurry
Resource 2.7 (cont’d.)

Co-create

...be willing to co create and co-host with others, blending your knowing, experience, and practices with
theirs, working partnership...
The fourth practice is about showing up in a conversation without being a spectator, and contributing to the
collective effort to sustain results. The best conversations arise when we listen for what is in the middle,
what is arising out of the center of our collaboration. It is not about the balancing of individual agendas,
it is about finding out what is new. And when that is discovered work unfolds beautifully when everyone is
clear about what they can contribute to the work. This is how results become sustainable over time—they
fall into the network of relationships that arise from a good conversation, from friends working together.
So contribute what you know to the mix so that patterns may become clear and the collaborative field can
produce unexpected and surprising results.

Co-creation

Speak truth
Speak for what is in the middle
Offer what you can
Ask for what you need
Commit to what you can

The Seven Helpers

Over the years, we have identified seven little tools that are the source of good conversational design. At
the bare minimum, if you use these tools, conversations will grow deeper and work will occur at a more
meaningful level. These seven helpers bring form to fear and uncertainty and help us stay in the chaos
of not knowing the answers. They help us to move through uncomfortable places together, like conflict,
uncertainty, fear and the groan zone and to arrive at wise action.
1. Be present
2. Have a good question
3. Use a talking piece
4. Harvest
5. Make a wise decision
6. Act
7. Stay together
1. Be Present
Inviting presence is a core practice of hosting, but it is also a key practice for laying the ground work for a
good meeting. There are many ways of bringing a group to presence, including:
• Start with a prayer
• Start with a moment of silence
• Check in with a personal question related to the theme of the meeting
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•
•

Pass a talking piece and provide space for each voice to be heard
Start well. Start slowly. Check everyone in.

2. Have a good question
A good question is aligned with the need and purpose of the meeting and invites us to go to another level.
Good questions are put into the center of a circle and the group speaks through them. Having a powerful
question at the center keeps the focus on the work and helps a groups stay away from unhelpful behaviors
like personal attacks, politics and closed minds.
A good question has the following characteristics:
• Is simple and clear
• Is thought provoking
• Generates energy
• Focuses inquiry
• Challenges assumptions
• Opens new possibilities
• Evokes more questions
It is wise to design these questions beforehand and make them essential pieces of the invitation for others
to join you. As you dive into these questions, harvest the new questions that are arising. They represent the
path you need to take.
3. Use a talking piece
In it’s simplest form a talking piece is simply and object that passes from hand to hand. When one is
holding the piece, one is invited to speak and everyone is invited to listen. Using a talking piece has the
powerful effect of ensuring that every voice is heard and it sharpens both speech and listening. It slows
down a conversation so that when things are moving too fast, or people begin speaking over one another
and the listening stops, a talking piece restores calm and smoothness. Conducting the opening round of a
conversation with a talking piece sets the tone for the meeting and helps people to remember the power of
this simple tool. Of course a talking piece is really a minimal form of structure. Every meeting should have
some form of structure that helps to work with the chaos and order that is needed to co-discover new ideas.
There are many forms and processes to choose from but it is important to align them with the nature of
living systems if innovation and wisdom is to arise from chaos and uncertainty. At more sophisticated levels,
when you need to do more work, you can use more formal processes that work with these kinds of context.
Each of these processes has a sweet spot, it’s own best use, that you can think about as you plan meetings.
Blend as necessary.
4. Harvest
Never meet unless you plan to harvest your learnings. The basic rule of thumb here is to remember that you
are not planning a meeting, you are instead planning a harvest. Know what is needed and plan the process
accordingly. Harvests don’t always have to be visible; sometimes you plan to meet just to create learning. But
support that personal learning with good questions and practice personal harvesting.
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Hosting in a Hurry
Resource 2.7 (cont.)

To harvest well, be aware of four things:
•
•
•
•

Create an artefact. Harvesting is about making knowledge visible. Make a mind map, draw pictures, take
notes, but whatever you do create a record of your conversation.
Have a feedback loop. Artefacts are useless if they sit on the shelf. Know how you will use your harvest
before you begin your meeting. Is it going into the system? Will it create questions for a future meeting?
Is it to be shared with people as news and learning? Figure it out and make plans to share the harvest.
Be aware of both intentional and emergent harvest. Harvest answers to the specific questions you
are asking, but also make sure you are paying attention to the cool stuff that is emerging in good
conversations. There is real value in what’s coming up that none could anticipate. Harvest it.
The more a harvest is co-created, the more it is co-owned. Don’t just appoint a secretary, note taker or
a scribe. Invite people to co-create the harvest. Place paper in the middle of the table so that everyone
can reach it. Hand out post it notes so people can capture ideas and add them to the whole. Use your
creative spirit to find ways to have the group host their own harvest.

5. Make a wise decision
If your meeting needs to come to a decision, make it a wise one. Wise decisions emerge from conversation,
not voting. The simplest way to arrive at a wise decision to to use the three thumbs consensus process. It
works like this:
First, clarify a proposal. A proposal is a suggestion for how something might be done. Have it worded and
written and placed in the centre of the circle. Poll the group asking each person to offer their thumb in three
positions. UP means “I’m good with it.” SIDEWAYS means “I need more clarity before I give the thumbs up”
DOWN means “this proposal violates my integrity...I mean seriously.” As each person indicates their level of
support for the proposal, note the down and sideways thumbs. Go to the down thumbs first and ask: “what
would it take for you to be able to support this proposal.” Collectively help the participant word another
proposal, or a change to the current one. If the process is truly a consensus building one, people are allowed
to vote thumbs down only if they are willing to participate in making a proposal that works. Hijacking a group
gets rewarded with a vote. Majority rules.
Once you have dealt with the down thumbs, do the same with the sideways thumbs. Sideways doesn’t
mean “no” but rather “I need clarity.” Answer the questions or clarify the concerns. If you have had a good
conversation leading to the proposal, you should not be surprised by any down thumbs. If you are, reflect
on that experience and think about what you could have done differently.
6. Act
Once you have decided what to do, act. There isn’t much more to say about that except that wise action
is action that doesn’t not over-extend or under-extend the resources of a group. Action arises from the
personal choice to responsibility for what you love. Commit to the work and do it.
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7. Stay together
Relationships create sustainability. If you stay together as friends, mates or family, you become accountable
to one another and you can face challenges better. When you feel your relationship to your closest mates
slipping, call it out and host a conversation about it. Trust is a group’s most precious resource. Use it well.

Resources for hosting

Baldwin, Christina. Calling the Circle: The first and future culture.
Brown, Juanita and Isaacs, David, et. al. The World Cafe: Shaping our Future through conversations that
matter.
Corrigan, Chris. The Tao of Holding Space: 81 short chapters on the art of hosting Open Space Technology.
Herman, Michael and Corrigan, Chris. Open Space Technology: A User’s NON-Guide.
Holman, Peggy and Devane, Tom (eds). The Change Handbook: Large group methods for shaping the future.
Isaacs, William. Dialogue and the art of thinking together.
Kaner, Sam et. al. The Facilitator’s Guide to Participatory Decision Making.
Owen, Harrison. Open Space Technology: A User’s Guide.
Owen, Harrison. Expanding our Now: The story of Open Space Technology.
Whitney, Dianna and Trosten-Bloom, A. The power of appreciative inquiry: a practical guide to positive change.
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The Donor-Centric Case & Process
using Living Systems
Resource 2.8

Donor-Centric Case Development
Traditional leadership

Art of Hosting and Living Systems

Mechanistic

Organic

Management by control

Leadership by trust

Executing procedures

Innovating process

No single person has the right to answer

Together we can reach greater clarity

Somebody has to decide

Intelligence through diversity

Silos / hierarchical structures

Networks

Leading by instructions

Leading by hosting

Top-down orders, often without full information

Top-down orders informed by consultation

Work without clear purpose, jump to conclusions

Collective clarity of purpose is the invisible leader

Motivation via carrot and stick

Motivation through engagement and ownership

Seeking answers

Seeking questions

Results-oriented

Purpose-oriented, the rest falls into place

Chairing, reporting

Hosting, harvesting, follow up
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Stewardship Leadership & Oversight

Introduction

Notes:

What gets measured gets done. And what is led boldly, with kindness,
effectiveness, and oversight also gets done. What most seems to inhibit
giving is not greed, it is a lack of the facilitation enabled by effective
financial development, supported by spiritual depth and companioned
by case-worthiness. Clergy need to be taught how to lead boldly and
with deep knowledge of praxis in areas of financial development and
membership. At the same time, Bishops need to know what is being done,
what is not being done, and how to teach and mobilize Fearless Church
Fundraising consultants. We are seeking to change a culture, not just raise
more money.
FEARLESS TIP: For other material on expressing the importance of
doing the work of stewardship in our churches and in our lives: see
Fearless Church Fundraising, Pages 3-7.
FEARLESS TIP: For material on fear and resistance: see Fearless
Church Fundraising, Pages 1-25.
In this section we will discuss:
1.

Fear and its role in church, regarding stewardship and evangelism.

2. The longings of human beings to give and to enjoy giving.
3. The spiritual depth that supports stewardship and financial
development.
4. The need for clergy to be better taught and supported in financial
development functions by their Bishop and Fearless Church
Fundraising team. (“Episcope”—to see closely, oversight).
5. The need for church and church structures which support,
encourage and evaluate financial development and resourcebuilding through membership growth.
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Bishops Leading Grassroots
Teaching: A Culture Change
You are gathering clergy, lay leaders, and bishops to consider the ministry of
teaching leaders in your diocese to host generosity with real, proven tools.
Jesus helped people to give and then modeled the ultimate self-offering.
We must learn the tools which help our churches to do that work over
and over again, year after year. We are told in the gospels that the women
who followed Jesus provided out of their resources for His ministry. Jesus
repeatedly hosted conversations that resulted in the same self-offering he
himself would model as an expression of God’s ultimate act of generosity.
Jesus was very strategic and used real tools—rivers, wells, tombs, bread, wine,
a cross, oil, and meals to do this work. Today we will learn to use tools as well
—tools which get a job done and which host a valuable conversation about
faith and philanthropy.

Notes:

We have members of our congregations who, if helped along with real tools
such as pledge cards, special events, crafted conversation, spread sheets,
and case brochures, could give much more generously through their pledges.
They need help to leverage and increase their robust pledges, their major
gifts, and their planned gifts. We have a responsibility to help them into that
generosity by using effective financial development tools in that ministry
in just the same way we use an effective cup to bring wine to lips and an
effective plate to bring bread to hands.
And of course, there are the funds raised. The church needs those funds for
mission. There is much to do—hungry people to feed, lost people to find,
imprisoned people to visit, and people to comfort. The money we raise makes
those things happen in the life of our churches.
We have so many financial resources and so much work to which to apply
them. We simply have to raise money so that we can spend it on the work
Jesus calls us to do every day.
We long for a church in which the lack of money is never a barrier to our
work for the Kingdom of God. But we live in a church in which our leaders are
not trained in financial development. This material is free to all! It is here to
encourage, support, evaluate, and provide resources so that lay leaders need
not re-invent the wheel every time they begin new ministries in financial
development and so that clergy and lay leaders can easily access hundreds
of notes and templates online.
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Sample:
Parish Stewardship Survey Worksheet
Parish:______________________

Campaign Chair: ________________________

Rector/Vicar:_________________

Number on campaign committee:_________

Vision statement for new income: (IE: What would you do with the funds if more money were to be pledged
next year? Would it be a great vision? Would Jesus, as we can understand the Prophet-Savior, be thrilled
with your vision? Would it inspire additional giving/investment in mission?)

Date for campaign review and evaluation: ______________________
Dates for Eight Weeks				

Themes			

Ministry Minute Speakers

1__________________________________

__________________		

_____________________________

2__________________________________

__________________		

_____________________________

3__________________________________

__________________		

_____________________________

4__________________________________

__________________		

_____________________________

5__________________________________

__________________		

_____________________________

6__________________________________

__________________		

_____________________________

7__________________________________

__________________		

_____________________________

8 The Sunday prior to Thanksgiving week

__________________		

_____________________________
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Kickoff Event:						Closing Event:
Date:_________

Time:___________		 Date:_________

Time:___________

Theme:_______________________			Theme:_______________________
Chair for food / fun:______________			

Chair for food / fun:______________

Goal for attendance:_____________			

Goal for attendance:_____________

Communications Plan					Communications Plan
RSVP List:____________________			

RSVP List:____________________		

Goals: 						

100% of vestry pledging (yes) (no)

(last year) goal $__________				

(next campain) raised in pledges______________

(last year) # incr. pledges____________			

(next campain) # of incr. pledges______________

(last year) # new pledges____________			

(next campain) # new pledges________________

(last year) average pledge __________			

(next campain) average pledge ______________

Does the rector know what members pledge? (yes) (No) : If “no”, why?
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Stewardship Leadership & Oversight

Incorporating Resource Development into the Bishops’
Ministry (cont’d.)

Notes:

Raising people and raising money are realities in our work, and the
materials of Fearless Church Fundraising are packaged so that my church
teaching team can easily introduce them to clergy and lay leaders across
the diocese, weaving them into existing gatherings. I see Fearless Church
Fundraising as an essential tool provided by the House of Bishops and the
Episcopal Church Development Office, and I am thrilled that this timely
gift is being assembled for our Church leadership.
Participating effectively and substantively in God’s mission is our life’s
work, and we need resources to be able to respond to it.
The Right Reverend Rob O’Neill, Bishop of Colorado
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Incorporating Resource Development
into Visitations
Measurable objectives need to be established by the Bishop for
effective growth and management of financial development or else each
congregation is at the mercy of the fears and limitations of the clergy
leading them–a clergy group not trained in financial development.
The Bishop or leader needs to know key indicators of success or failure at
each of their churches and needs to be able and willing to name them and
lead by working with them to effect change.

Notes:

The Bishop should be able to see what is happening to these numbers
in each parish and needs to engage the vestry or Bishop’s Committee in
direct and kind conversation about the real metrics that are evident of the
situation:
1.

What is happening to the average pledge amount?

2. What is happening to the pledge over the last three years?
3. What is happening to engagement (the average Sunday and
weekday attendance?)
4. What major gifts have been asked for in the past year?
5. What materials have been produced which show the case for
support? Is it convincing and compelling?
6. What plans for capital development are being engaged?
7.

How many new members of planned givers have been received
through written pledges of planned gift management on the part
of the donor in the past year?
FEARLESS TIP: For other material on leadership, see Fearless Church
Fundraising, Pages 29-33.
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Orange
Bar Headers
Close-Contact
Stewardship
Resource
ServicePage
Grant from a Bishop
From: The Episcopal Diocese of:
To:
Awarded:
Contract Time: 2015 Stewardship Planning Year
Congratulations! Each year the Diocese of _____ provides a “close contact stewardship service grant” to four
of its ___ churches. This opportunity provides the direct consulting services of the Canon for Stewardship
in the planning and management of the 20__ Stewardship Campaign of these four award recipient parishes
and is part of the services provided to the churches of our Diocese out of the ministries funded by the fairshare contributions of church churches. This award includes the following:
1.

Advance registration reservations for ten or more spaces at the Stewardship Institute. (April 4 & 5)

2. One joint meeting with the Vestry or Bishop’s Committee and Stewardship Committee to draft the
Strategic Plan for the Stewardship Campaign (April)
3. Two meetings with the Wardens and Stewardship Committee (May-August)
4. Provision of new document drafts and articles as needed.
5. Attendance at the campaign kick-off by the Canon for Stewardship (October)
6. One Sunday of preaching and teaching with the Canon for Stewardship. (September/October)
If the Vestry or Bishops’ Committee wishes to accept this grant of time and consulting services, the following
is required of the parish:
1.

The Vestry or Bishop’s Committee and Rector or Priest-in-Charge sign the original copy of this
document and return it to the Church House as a promise of partnership in this award.

2. The Wardens, chair(s) of the Stewardship Committee, clergy, and staff involved in stewardship
management and other members of the Vestry or Bishops’ Committee totaling a delegation of
not less than eight to ten (8-10) attend at least the day-long workshop entitled “The Stewardship
Institute” on Saturday, April 5th 9:30 – 3:00 at ________. Attendance at the Major Gifts workshop the
night of April 4th is encouraged for lay-leaders and requested for clergy.
8-10 names of those attending:
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Clergy and Staff affiliate:
3. A schedule of four (4) dates are set within one month of the signing of this award receipt agreement
a. Meeting with vestry or Bishop’s Committee to plan campaign (April_____)
b. Meetings with Wardens and Stewardship Committee (May_____, June____, or August_____)
4. Kickoff Date (if other than the Sunday The Canon For Stewardship comes to Preach) (October_____)
5. Sunday the Canon For Stewardship comes to preach and teach (September _____ or October_____)
Congratulations for having received this time and consultation grant. The award was granted based on your
parish’s openness to transformation, willingness to partner in stewardship, need for increased activity in
stewardship programs, and clergy / lay leadership strength.
Please return this contract signed by the clergy, Wardens, and Vestry or Bishop’s Committee after the next
Vestry or Bishops’ Committee meeting after the receipt of this award notification.
Vestry or Bishop’s Committee Signatures:

Clergy and Staff affiliate:
Date:
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Church Capital Campaign
Initial Fact Sheet
Designed to give the Bishop and Financial Development Staff a bird’s-eye-view and to ready support
services
Rector:					
Parish:					
Date of initial meeting:
Senior Warden:________________ Capital Campaign Chair:_____________________
Estimated size of the campaign goal: $___________________
Date of Completion:

____________________

Last date of last major gift activity:
Case for last major gift activity:
Current average # of attending people: ________
Current number of pledges to annual fund: ________
Current amount pledged in last annual fund: $________
Fair Share paid in full? (y or n)			
Number of “major gift” annual pledgers1:______		
General state of financial health: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (circle one)
General state of contentment: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (circle one)
Number of major capital gift2 prospects3: ______
Do you plan to hire counsel? No, or if Yes: Company Name:
Do you have ready funds to pay a consultant?
Do you have a consultant in mind now?

Yes or No

No; Yes : Rep Name:

Do you need Church Assistance? Please specify: (Basic questions, assistance in finding a consultant,
basic time lines etc.):
Do you expect to need to seek approval from the Bishop and Standing Committee for a loan of any kind as
part of the Capital Campaign ? Yes No
If “yes,” do you plan to seek that approval before printing your Case Literature? Yes No
How long do you plan to be in active Capital campaign management mode? (ex: 2 years; 1.5 of planning and
.5 of asking):
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Will the rector have staff or staff-like-volunteer assistance to alleviate the added burdens of managing a
Capital Development Program?:
What other major Capital Campaigns are underway in the town in the last 5 years?:
Do you foresee any problems or concerns with this campaign?:
Has clergy leadership been stable for the last three years?
Will clergy leadership be stable for the duration of the capital campaign and beyond for the following years
through to project completion and complete collection of all pledges?
Is there a “green piece” in the campaign case and the building plans (ie: solar panels, grey water usage, etc.)
Did you do a full Needs Assessment? What was the amount and case for the whole vision before pairing the
vision down to the arrived at case-for-support? Do you plan to work in phases or will some of the vision
simply not be funded?
Do you have a written (draft) strategic plan? (a three year, step by step plan other than the draft case for
support):
Do you have an Endowment?		

What is the amount? $__________

Case for Support (summary) or attached:
Among the Vestry, what do you consider to be the level of support for this case?:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (circle one)
Among the congregation, what do you consider there be the level of awareness that there may be a capital
campaign in the next few years?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (circle one)
1
2
3

A major gift in the annual campaign is equal to $10,000 or higher or 10% of the total annual budget of a parish.
A “major capital pledge” (paid over 3 years) is equal to 10%-50% or more of the capital campaign goal.
Prospects are people who can give and who are ready and willing to give. Suspects are just people who could give but are not

involved or ready to do so.
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Open Forum Discussion on BishopOversight and Accountability
What should a bishop do before and within visitations that focus on resource development, metrics, and
effectiveness with a church’s resource development?

How can clergy be kindly held responsible for learning about employing effective leadership of financial
development and membership growth?
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A Resource Development
Manifesto for The Church
The Rev. Canon Charles LaFond Canon Steward, The Cathedral
of Saint John’s in the Wilderness Denver, Colorado
There are many dreams of human life and many even for the church. Martin Luther King had a dream – a
wonderful dream of liberation. Martin Luther had a dream too – also one of liberation. Rosa Parks had
a dream and those who fought against the use of children in factories of the industrial revolution had a
dream. Lincoln had a dream and so did Michelangelo. He had many dreams. Artists dream and then make
them – a marvelous gift to the world. Artists are simply dreamers who then make something new.
Each of us can have a dream. Or a few perhaps, if there is the energy and the time. One need not be
famous to have a dream. Many became famous only because the dream they had was simply shared by
many others, connecting to longings.
What are your dreams? My dream, is simple. I have a dream that the church be a peaceable kingdom. The
only two in scriptures are filled with animals who love each other, but humans may as well. Animals live
where there is food. That is why our human hearing has such absurdly high decibel capacity – a capacity
we do not use today. But it was bred into us early on so that we could hear the high notes of birds. Why?
Because birds sing when they are well and mating. And they only are well and mating when fed. So
humans developed the ability to hear bird’s high notes early in human development, 200,000 years ago,
so that we would be able to hear where there was water and food.
The church’s mission is, I believe, God’s dream. In making Jesus and placing Jesus among us as a model
for our intersection in the mandorla between divine and human existence, God was speaking His dream
– a dream Jesus spoke too. Jesus’ “I have a dream” speech was perhaps the sermon on the mount and
God’s the first few verses of Johns Gospel – the desire to make word and implant it for the making of a
new, peaceable kingdom.
So, what we know about the planet on which we so carelessly live is that its bounty feeds and waters. It
is in places of bounty that humans gather because they need water and food to live and be happy. Great
cities have emerged from dust simply because of a river or two. The great city of Denver, from which I write
this manifesto, emerged simply because two small rivers, often merely a trickle, converged, and plants
grew there. It was a green spot on a brown and tan land. So a tent wen up. Then another and another.
Cowboys and strong women began to cut trees and replace tents with shacks and then houses. Today, we
have Denver.
The kingdom of God is simply a spiritual and temporal version of that work. The church is simply a
container for God’s hopes for the kingdom of God. And not only the church. But that is for another book.
What is the church’s version of the confluence of two rivers and the resulting greenery – the resulting
growth, food and water? Is it prayer and study, Eucharist and serving the poor, worship and community?
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No. Those things emerge from something else just as human work, family life, meals, festivals, sex, intimacy
friendship all emerge from the most basic of things – resources. Humans thrive when they eat and drink.
It’s that simple. Our biology is a secret message from its creator – a message so easily overlooked.
Look at the bread basket of the Midwestern Menonites or the Pennsylvania Dutch in which a tradition of
family, land, farming and meals – a bountiful table of pie and roast, vegetables and lemonade abound. People
gather at food and water, bread and wine - and then they eat and then their bodies are fueled and then they
can live life. A peaceable kingdom, or close.
Then look at Auschwitz, the Nazi concentration camp. Sleepless nights on boards, cold barracks, putrid water,
growling, lunching dogs, uniforms, spotlights, magot-infested meats made into thin soups doled out a cup at
a time after a day of death-defying labor, hours standing in lines in freezing cold, ferocious fear, and very little
water. Not the peaceable kingdom.
Bounty and starvation – the having and sharing of resources so that life may emerge unfettered - that is the
peaceable kingdom. Choke off the resources a human body needs – water, food, rest, connection – those four
things, and you have death and illness.
So when I look at the church today I am terribly confused by it. I am not talking here of the manipulation of
people by power – that will always be with us. It is the effects of satan and will exist from as early as street ally
bullies to as late as bureaucratic Bishops and everything in between. But not all teenagers and not all Bishops
and clergy are bullies – just a small few. Many lay leaders, priest and Bishops are very, very good and our
job is to be awake to them while not pretending the others do not exist. Satan’s best work is not done when
we are sinning; it is done when we are not paying attention. Satan’s evil can be mitigated if the rest of good
people are well fed and rested – able to see. Church drama does not confuse me. It is just human drama in
costumes. What confuses me is how very effectively and thoroughly the church has avoided to attend to the
raising of resources which fund its mission - the way a person might starve themselves and then wonder why
they lack energy to work. Why do we so hate talking about and doing the work of raising money and people
when we need both so much to be The Church?
When the Shakers settled their commune at Canterbury, near Blackwater Bluff, my farm and pottery in New
Hampshire, they first removed trees and built gardens. They found water from local streams and lakes. They
prayed and worshipped and tended to their friendships, but much of the day, to make those good things
possible, they tended to the resources they would need – fuel for the physical energy to be well, to thrive, to be
strong bodies so that those strong bodies might do the work, the intimacy, the friendship, the worship which
created the peaceable kingdom they were choosing. They were so ingenious in their pursuits of agriculture
and crafts – the things we need to live life – making resources. They invented the seed packet industry simply
because they wanted and needed seeds to grow vegetables. They invented the woven broom because they
wanted cleaner houses. They invented the washing machine to have clean clothes. And they invented many
of our favorite American recipes because they loved good food. Food fuelled their love for each other. Water
fueled their love for each other. Both fueeled the energy to live life abundantly.
So what confuses me in the church today is how thoroughly and effectively we have retained a form of
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Gnosticism around money in the church which names money evil and evangelism impolite. Our seminaries
have chosen not to spend much time teaching financial development and membership growth, preferring
to use all of their resources of teaching on scripture, liturgy and pastoral care – very fine things indeed for
clergy to know before a ministry. But then they emerge from seminary to take a church or a chaplaincy, a
hospice ministry or missionary work and are utterly unprepared to raise the money they will need to fuel
their mission.
Someone, somewhere along the way decided that money is evil, earthly, secular. Perhaps it was the
King James’ translation of money as “filthy lucre” or perhaps it was because hagiography favored the
poor saints, or perhaps (and this is what I suspect) it was just that not having money so pissed them off
that they made themselves feel terribly spiritual by being poor victims of mean wealth. Regardless, the
church has rejected Gnosticism but only officially. Gnosticism is rejected as heresy in all its expressions
but one – practicality. We get out of having to raise money and people for mission by labeling them both
“temporal, worldy and evil. Gnosticism lives within our church and thrives in stewardship meetings and
membership growth conversations. Satan wins not by hampering our efforts at resource development,
but rather by inspiring in us a rejection of it as “base and worldly.” For too many of us “These hands are
made for chalices and not calluses” is no longer funny. Our churches and dioceses are groaning under
the weight of a lack of human and financial resources and yet we turn away from and have limited tool
employed for financial development and membership growth.
Money has been labeled evil and evangelism (membership growth – welcoming people into the church)
has been labeled social encroachment so we teach neither fundraising nor marketing to our seminarians,
knowing full well that both fundraising and marketing/communications are the bedrock of non-profit
leadership.to our peril we pretend that churches are “above” mere non-profit stature and then wonder
why our local museums and universities, YMCAs and Homeless shelters are raising millions from our own
parishioners! They raise it because they employ valuable tools to do so. Why will not the church? And
saying that our churches are not “non-profit agencies” is simply more Gnosticism. The cycle starves the
church of its needed resources.
We will sometimes spiritualize the situation by saying that “God will provide in God’s time.” Which is just a
financial version of the Christian Scientist’s spiritual value that medicine is not needed – God will provide
health in God’s time. Neither, to this author, is a good plan. Must churches and people die so needlessly
and slowly simply because working hard is somehow unspiritual?
So, I have a dream.
I have a dream of a Church fully funded for its mission.
I have a dream of clergy taught well in the tools of church administration, financial development,
membership growth, evangelism, strategic communications, gorilla marketing, major gifts invitation,
meaningful conversation hosting, planned giving invitation, media management, grants-writing and
discerned strategic planning.
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I have a dream of a church in which a priest is as skilled at asking for a major gift as they are at crafting
liturgy.
I have a dream of a vestry having to figure out where to give the extra millions the church does not need for
inflated, institutional empire building by clergy career climbers.
I have a dream of a church in which a priest is as skilled at designing the ways people are asked for
investment of money and time, as they are skilled in navigating and using the scriptures of their tradition.
I have a dream of a church in which Gnosticism is no more, is finally moved into its heresy charge so that
money is no longer a source of anxiety but a fuel for mission, no longer evil and worldly, but every bit as
powerful as a cup of wine or a plate of bread to make change in the world.
I have a dream of a church in which its members are helped to let go of their white-knuckled grasp on
money and encouraged to give their money to the mission of the church joyfully with great investment in
that to which they are giving money.
I have a vision of a church in which people who love music, give money to help the church to make music
and other, different people who love liturgy give a major chunk of their money to make beautiful liturgy – to
buy the candles, the silks, the sculptures, the windows, the altars which move people to be better able to
see glory.
I have a dream of a church which so energetically writes grant proposals that they get funded by them to do
amazing things which ease human suffering and work to inspire and create a peaceable kingdom.
I have a dream of a church that so effectively raises money that it can discern to spend $200,000 on its
needs and another $200,000 to build a safe-house for abused women and children – that it does not raise
enough to simply exist, but rather raises enough to flourish for the healing of people outside their nave –
those “other” people – the people who did not win the genetic lottery on our planet.
I have a dream in which people die and leave the church their estates, making it possible for churches to
give millions and even billions to heal humans and to heal our planet’s land and waters. My dream is not
that taxes will do that. So I have a dream that clergy and lay leaders are taught effectively how to ask for a
penultimate gift like an estate. It’s not as hard as we make it out to be. It goes like this: “Will you include
our church in your will please?”
We make planned giving hard so we do not have to actually do it. Just ask people to include money in their
will for the church and then work hard to deserve the money for which you are asking. We make asking for
money, and asking people to come and see (perhaps even become part of ) our churches hard so that we
do not have to do it. But even that’s not true. Really, in the end, our mission is not constipated by a lack of
willingness by Her people – such lovely people they are – mostly. Our mission is confined and constrained
by a lack of money simply because very few agencies are able to teach fast enough to change the system
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– though God bless those agencies like The Episcopal Church Foundation, TENS, and Fearless Church
Fundraising which, among others are trying to teach, trying to encourage financial development and
membership growth in our church! With 6,500 churches, a few dozen consultants – experts on financial
development and church wellness - have their work cut out for them!
When I was born in the 1960’s there were 3.6 million Episcopalians and more than 8,000 churches. Today
there are only 1.9 million Episcopalians left. The big, strong, safe church I imagined I was becoming part
of is changing under my feet – under our feet. What is it molting into now? We will see. But it is naive
to think it is going to stay the same. It is changing into something else and part of that change is being
driven by reduced numbers in giving and membership. We can react by being angry and resentful, or we
can respond by being curious. I choose curious.
The energy is in the shimmering question – always. One of my shimmering questions is about resources.
At the YMCA we new that if we raised enough money from people who admired the effective work we
were doing in communities, then we would have the financial resources to spend money on membership
communications and marketing, thereby bringing in new people to use, enjoy, give to and support our
mission. With that success, we could do even more, raise even more, grow membership even more and
then, and then, and then. It was an upward spiral. Was I naïve to think that could be a reality in the
church? Is there something spiritual that I am missing about a church spiraling downward in money and
membership so needlessly?
The four-fold way of being in the world which best serves humans is
1. Show up
2. Pay attention
3. Tell the truth
4. Do not be attached to the outcome
So this manifesto is my way of showing up. I am calling the church to pay attention. So what truth can be
told in our current situation in the church? Well, here is one truth I am pondering…
In the past 50 years, we Episcopalians have lost our older 2 million Episcopalians to inevitable human
death that includes:
• the Lost Generation (who left gifts through their wills in the 60’ and 70’s)
• the Great Generation (who left gifts through their wills in the 70’s and 80’s) and
• the Silent Generation (who left gifts through their wills at the turn of the millennium)
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We know from research that asking religious people for money is made easy because religious giving and
attendance is already a norm. “(All) religious giving in 1992 totaled $56.7 billion, Cornell reported, which was
14 times the $4 billion spent on the three biggest sports: major league baseball, football, and basketball.
Moreover, attendance at religious events, based on annual Gallup polls, was 5.6 billion, 55 times the 103
million total attendance reported by the NFL, NBA, and Major League Baseball…. If all church members
were to tithe 10 percent, an additional $131 billion would be available through churches for Christian and
charitable work, both within and without the congregation.”
Giving in Different Denominations: Religious giving has reached all-time lows Cover Story from May / June
2001 issue of Philanthropy magazine by Julia Duin
Let’s say, just for fun, that the average gift through planned giving in the last few decades (given some very
small bequests and some very large ones) is $80,000 ( a very conservative estimate based on research
published by The Chronicle of Philanthropy.) Two million Episcopalians, deceased from the last 50 years
could have given 160 billion dollars ($160,000,000,000) for the church to use in mission and communications.
Many may say that the church does not need all that money. But there are starving children in Yemen
who disagree. There are teens caught up in human trafficking who would disagree. There are stranded
refugees who would disagree. There are many seeing violent conversation on a rampage in our culture who
would disagree. Could the church raise money in order to thrive and then, on top of thriving as institutions,
give billions away to feed starving children, care for refugees, build safe-houses for women and men in
prostitution and build centers in Washington DC which teach non-violent conversation? And the list of
needs goes on.
The church needs clergy who know how to raise money and who know how to attract and keep community
members of their “tribes” or “churches.” And it needs to choose clergy willing to do this work. It is not good
enough to pass a plate and hope money falls into it. And it is not good enough to have fun or pretty things
occur inside its walls and hope people magically start attending church and enfolding into the community
of a church as a result. People need to be asked to make financial gifts – the church needs the funds for
mission but even more, the people need to learn to give it away! People need to be asked to come and see
(and perhaps one day even join) our churches. As we see membership and giving drop in our church, might
we ask if what we are doing to raise money and people for mission, and how we are doing it, is working or
if, in fact, we need a new model – a system change?
I believe, with all my heart that I and many other fundraisers and membership marketers have something
to offer to the church at a time in which the church needs what we are offering. What we offer is not
glamorous nor particularly fueled with any forms of greatness. We fundraisers and marketing experts
in the church are just people who are missionaries in a horrific revolution around resources within our
church, clergy and lay leaders who are experts in financial development and marketing are asking if the
church has suffered enough and if the church would like to use financial development and marketing the
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way the church uses a table as an altar, a goblet as a chalice and a napkin as a purification? Might a
robust fanatical development and membership growth revolution in our church provide the resources
she needs to be a new kind of church for a new kind of future?
These past 25 years of my working life I have been a corporate financial development and membership
Vice President in the YMCA, then a seminarian and priest in a kind, gentle parish, then a monk, a church
canon for stewardship and congregational life and finally a cathedral canon. It has been a strange career,
full of the joys of meeting great, good clergy and Bishops as well as meeting some horrific ones. People
are people no matter the title. Is it possible to inspire clergy and lay leaders to embrace fundraising?
There are some great examples of those who have. Here is one.
Monty Roberts was a horse trainer. His story has always inspired me. His father was a great horse trainer
and a contemporary of Queen Elizabeth II for whom horses are a passion and considerable source of
income. Monty grew up watching his father and his staff train horses with a rough, abusive technique
which trained them but left them wounded. He wondered if there was a simpler, more natural, and more
effective way forward in the horse training industry and so went to school to learn psychology and animal
management. Over time, this unremarkable and un-famous man began to train horses in a more natural
way by making them at ease and using communications rather than abuse to incline their behavior. The
Queen heard about this and asked him to come to England to show her what he was doing. He gave an
exhibition which stunned her and brought the Queen Mother to tears.
Trainers from the “old school” immediately began to whisper rumors that he was using a kind of snuff,
thrown surreptitiously into their nostrils, in the speed of things, and which chemically calmed them,
giving an impression of miraculous handling. Rather than believe the rumors of the many people with
whom she had lived and worked in the horse management industry, even some her own family, she
asked for a second display that afternoon, cancelling her engagements and standing with him so as to
get an up-close view. Again, he astounded, and the defamation was crushed in infancy. People get mean
when they envy the talents and goodness of others.
The Queen sent Monty on a 28 county tour to train English trainers in this new, gentle, kind, effective
way of managing and training horses. She suggested he write about his work and it changed his life. He
never became famous nor wealthy, but he contributed to a field which needed his work and prevented
many horses from further abuse.
That is all that I and other fundraisers in the church want to do. I just find that after having raised
money in the church for exactly half of my half-century of life, I feel I want to use this last 15 years to
join others in promoting a new way of doing this work, one that is back-to-basics transforming financial
development (stewardship) and membership development (evangelism) ecclesial systems which are not
working because they have never really been developed on the science and technology of development
and membership marketing – a science and technology which is so successful outside the church.
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The church’s insistence that it will not pollute its holiness with secular models is not serving it well. We
use new-fangled irons in sacristies but seem able to dismiss new forms of financial development strategy.
There are only so many conferences to which one can go in which people gather for self-congratulations
about knowing the 20 times Jesus spoke about money before we begin to see that the emperor has no
clothes. And I am saddened by churches – led by good clergy and good laity (for there is little to be done
about the rest but love them) whose mission and ministry is confined and imprisoned within the inability to
use effective tools to raise money and people. Is it possible for a clergy person or lay leader to raise money
ands till be an effective church leader? Absolutely. Here is an example.
I and my family have spent many Christmases in Williamsburg and yet for the first time, I was able this year
to get a tour of Basset Hall, the Williamsburg home of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. and his wife Abbey. As I heard
the story unfold in front of me – a tourist, on a rainy day in Williamsburg - I began to realize that I wanted
to write to you from within the epiphany I experienced. I was nearly frantic to do so because things were
becoming clearer to me. Let’s go back in time a bit.
The Reverend Dr. W. A. R. Goodwin was twice rector of Bruton Parish Church in the 20’s. Bruton Parish was
and still is the colonial church of the town and Goodwin was department chair at William and Mary and
a development officer on the side for the college as was sometimes the case with professors. It is good
because while passionate about teaching, they can use that passion with donors. Financial Development
is not for everyone but it was for some, and that is why I feel that clergy can and should, when possible, do
the same thing – raise money –especially major gifts - with donors in their churches.
Goodwin loved history and people and God. He was fascinated to know that beneath and within this dull,
ugly little college town were foundations of the town whose streets Jefferson and others walked as this
nation was being imagined. The gas station had two types of brick – one was from a colonial printer. The
cow field was bumpy with the foundations of the Governor’s palace and the old shed behind the general
store was the colonial blacksmith shop while the old general store was the colonial silversmith workshop.
Goodwin began to wonder. What would it be like to restore the town to its pre-1776 appearance as a living
museum?
John D. Rockefeller, Jr. and his wife Abby Aldrich Rockefeller were in and out of Williamsburg because
they were philanthropists to William and Mary and specifically to the Phi Beta Kappa Hall being built on
campus, largely with his money and its influence on other major donors. Phi Beta Kappa Hall was part of
the philanthropy of Rockefeller – part of what I call in my book manuscript on Major Gifts in Church “the
meaning-making of a donor.”
One day Goodwin, an experienced major gifts fund raiser for the College of William and Mary, asked
Rockefeller if he would go on a drive – just a drive. Rockefeller, a busy oil tycoon with five homes around
the nation, one with 180 rooms, was a busy man and self-made. He agreed to the drive – even aware as he
was that Goodwin was a priest and a fundraiser. Goodwin never asked for a dime on that trip but he planted
a vision by pointing out the hidden buildings under the tawdry, dusty veneer of 1920’s Williamsburg – a
colonial silversmith shop there, a wig shop there, a 1772 coffee house there, the House of Burgesses here,
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the colonial “gaol” (jail) there – all hidden under dozens of renovations over 200 years and lots of cheap
press-board and under olive linoleum.
Goodwin had raised the money from wealthy parishioners to excavate and then renovate the church in
his care and also raised enough to buy the then dilapidated Wythe House next door as a new rectory and
formation center– the home in which Wythe tutored Thomas Jefferson in Law.
Each time David Rockefeller and Abbey, his wife came to Williamsburg to check on the progress of the
William and Mary capital campaign, Reverend Goodwin took him on a drive. Soon the Rockefellers were
so charmed by the little town that they purchased a small home there. Basset Hall – was the home
Rockefeller bought as a retreat house for Abbey whose love of colonial folk art was rooting her there for
rest, away from their many mansions and associated social responsibilities of great financial wealth. One
day, under the massive tree in front of that house, and after a drive, Goodwin asked Rockefeller if his
meaning-making overlapped with Goodwin’s. He further asked Rockefeller to help financially to research
and restore Williamsburg as a gift to the future of a nation needing to know its history.
Rockefeller said no. But later, he agreed only to pay for architectural accountings and renderings of the
colonial town and an assessment of what was remaining of Colonial Williamsburg and what would need
to be rebuilt. And he agreed only on condition of anonymity and only to donate $5,000. A friendship had
begun. And something more. That day, an episcopal priest, in what was once the nation’s capital city
– one trained in major gift financial development, found an overlap between the Rockefeller’s meaningmaking capacity and the vision Goodwin had to restore a town to beauty and establish the preservation
of a window into an important era in the nation’s birthing. Of course this would also have major impact
on the college so, in fact, he was doing his job as a fundraiser, a priest, a writer and a teacher. He also
imagined good things for Bruton parish if the town was a place of destination, interest and beauty again.
Today, a million people from all faiths and none visit Bruton Parish church as they tour the 301 acres of
Williamsburg. Not bad evengelism.
Soon thereafter, the first great colonial house – also dilapidated - went up for sale for $6,000. A wire to
Rockefeller asking for more financial investment of philanthropy was responded to with a long-awaited
and very conservative “yes,” but in a telegram under the assumed name of “David’s father.”
Soon Rockefeller would agree to $5 million in gifts but absolutely no more. Within his lifetime, however
he loved what he saw unfolding as did Abbey. The friendship grew, the mutual respect did too as did the
vision and the scope. Soon Rockefeller had donated $65 million. Since his death, hundreds of millions
more has been donated by his heirs and by other philanthropists who saw the progress and wanted a
piece of the philanthropic action.
This great friendship between an episcopal priest who raised money for an idea - and this oil tycoon birthed a dream. And at their respective deaths, the Rockefellers admitted to friends that of all their
many and massive mansions, Basset Hall, where they lived in Williamsburg, was their real and most
happy home – two rooms down and two up at the end of the most famous road in American history.
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This is the Epiphany. The late medieval word “disaster” comes from the words “dis + astron” or “without
a star.” The word came from the terror and pain of being lost – travelling without a guiding star to guide
one to the Christ of peace - the star followed by kings. I believe, down to my bones, that a disaster in our
time, and in our church is the lack of care and attention to the overlap between the mission needs of our
church and the meaning-making philanthropy of these generations soon to die. We have need of so much
money to get good things done but the philanthropy is going instead to universities and museums that
have the financial development resources to raise the money from those whose meaning-making is being
made through philanthropy. What if the church had those resources? What if the church had that passion
to raise money for mission rather than what seems so often to happen – raising money to keep the lights
on and the clergy paid?
I and a few other church fundraisers and marketing experts are on this planet to help wealthy and even not
so wealthy people out of the cloudy “dis-astron” of being lost within their wealth (wealth being here defined
as membership in the 1% of the planet’s wealthy – which means most of us.) And we am on this planet to
help those people with financial capacity to find the meaning-making they seek, and how it overlaps with
Christ’s mission in the Episcopal Church – a wealthy, privileged church to which much has been given and
so from which much is expected. That overlap is where major gifts are given to the church and her mission.
The wealthy benefit – are less lost - because they feel great about their gifts. The church benefits because it
can use the money to build that which points to glory, that which serves and heals the poor and marginalized,
that which teaches and forms goodness. It is a rare win-win situation. It is rare indeed. And from missionary
in Haiti to College of William and Mary fundraiser to YMCA fundraiser to ordination to parish ministry, to
monastery, to church ministry to cathedral ministry I have tried hard to be faithful to the calls on me that
I, and those around me, sensed were of God.
It was a hard choice to leave the monastery. Sometimes the hardest thing we do is what we choose not
to do. But I left, in part, because I felt that being a priest and fundraiser could be better lived-out, with
difficulty, outside a monastery and because I wanted to try to find a way to be a leader in a church which was
and still is wrestling with the tensions between the need to raise money and the inability and disinclination
to do so effectively as a part of ministry.
Our seminaries do not teach our clergy – of all ranks - how to raise money, and how to raise membership.
My time on the Executive Council did not incline me to believe The Episcopal Church will assign much
money to teaching churches how to rise money and yet seems confused by their lack of resources – the
situation is pathological.
Sure, an honest, effective, faithful clergy person whose prayer life and skills make ministry in a parish
flourish, will attract giving, will attract investment as long as his or her mission is worthy. But meanwhile
the museums, the universities, the YMCAs and others are expertly harvesting annual gifts, major gifts and
estate gifts because they have the expertise, staff, dedicated resources and skills to do so – leaving most
clergy in the situation I faced as a curate, at a death-bedside in which the lady with whom I spoke lamented
saying “I wish the parish had asked me.” She left her multi-million dollar estate to UVA.
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Monty Roberts had a new way of doing something people needed done. Father Goodwin saw a need, had
the capacity to meet that need and inspired meaning-making in the heart and soul of a great philanthropist.
May God raise up a revolution of fundraising and membership growth to fuel God’s mission in these days.
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C ampaign
M anagement T ools
R esource A ppendix

65

Overview of Campaign Tools

Pledge Campaign Task Flow Calendar			
Stewardship Commission and Related Committees
Sample Stewardship Commission Volunteer Job Description
Measurable Donor Involvement Cultivation - A Weekly Exercise
Year-Round Cultivation
Sample Hand-written Note (the last thanks and the first ask)
The Daily Blog-drop by drop spiritual formation
The Advance Campaign - Overview
Sample Advance Campaign Plan
Sample Advance Campaign Vestry Speaking Notes
Sample Advance Vestry Letter
Sample Advance/Regular Campaign Thank You Letter
(Non-Givers) “Pledge Campaign is Coming” (warm up) Letter
(Previous Givers) “Pledge Campaign is Coming” (warm up) Letter
Sample General Warm Up Letter
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Pledge Campaign
Task Flow Calendar
Planning should be done with measurable objectives. Where possible, list dates for completion and names
of those held responsible for completion. This is a master planning document for a small church and so
should be revised throughout the campaign to add items which need to be accomplished. It is both plan
and archive so that new plans do not need to be re-invented by new leadership year after year. Larger
churches will have more complex plans.
December

The end of last year’s annual campaign is marked with careful gift acknowledgement.
Thank you letters are sent. The thank you letters, phone calls and notes are
simultaneously the last event of the last campaign and the first event of the next
campaign. This process is a hinge and the two campaigns overlap here like a mandorla.

March

Open staff and lay leadership input and creative conversation hosting on design,
theme, content, schedule of campaign

March

Hand written thank you notes, written after the formal thank you letters and written by
a recruited team of lay volunteers (peer to peer) end the thank you process for the last
gift and begin the first cultivation of the next gift.
• Recruit Advance Campaign Chair.
• Design advance campaign letter system, schedule, goals, and case materials.
• Review advance campaign prospect lists to determine special asks for major
gifts.
• Tell Vestry/Bishop’s Committee that you will be expecting early pledges as an
act of leadership and modeling.

April/May

Write an article and publish: how the last campaign went and an introduction to the
next campaign. What went well? What was funded? Why was their gift valuable to
mission?

April

First quarter collections/thank you letter to all donors confirming pledge and confirming
amount paid and amount still due (note: all collections letters need to look like thank
you letters but include pledge payment status. These letters end when the pledge is
fully paid.)

April

Detailed campaign theme collaborative input
• Two world café input sessions with staff and clergy
• Two theme conversations with stewardship commission
• Two conversations with lay leadership

May

Pledge campaign theme and case material design generation—discernment of the
stewardship commission/committee, clergy, program staff, and committee chairs.
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Pledge Campaign Task Flow Calendar
Resource 2.14 (cont’d.)

May

Case materials production.
Brainstorming of possible Ministry Minute speakers. Develop list and then refine for
recruitment.

June

Planned Giving Sunday and event.
Ministry Minute leaders are recruited.
Ministry Minute speakers are recruited (8 plus two understudies).

June

Advance campaign launch.
Sunday or weekday adult formation regarding money, gratitude, and personal
budgeting/financial wellness is designed for fall Sundays/weekdays.

June

Phone-a-Thon is designed and planned. Recruitment for October events begins.

July

Plan campaign special events.
• Kick-off: menu, volunteers, event plan, budget, and secure leader.
• Campaign ending dinner (all congregation): menu, volunteers, event plan,
budget, and secure leader.

July

Second quarter collections/thank you letter to all paying donors, confirming pledge
and confirming amount paid and pending due. No letter sent to paid pledgers.

August

Campaign direct mail warm-up letters to all non-advance campaign prospects.
Phone-a-Thon callers are recruited.
Advance campaign ends and all remaining prospects are called to secure pledge early.
Liturgical writing is completed: A collect for the prayers of the people, an announcement
draft, and a bulletin draft are written—adjusted for real-time as they are inserted.

Aug. 1 - Sept. 15

Ministry Minute one-on-one sessions for editing.
Drafting of Weekly: collects, bulletin announcements and celebrant announcements
(themed weekly from Ministry Minutes).

September 1
Campaign brochure and pledge cards direct mail sent.
			
September
Phone-a-Thon team coaching.
Mid-September

Stewardship Campaign kick-off.
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Eight Weeks of Ministry Minutes:
1. September
2. October
3. October
4. October
5. October
6. November
7. November
8. November last Sunday before Thanksgiving
October

(3 weeknights and two Saturdays) — Encouragement Phone-a-Thons.

October

Third quarter collections/thank you letter to all paying donors confirming pledge and
confirming amount paid.
Kick-off: menu, volunteers, event plan, budget.

November

Second week — dinner recruitment and LYBUNT gift request remaining phone-a-Thons.

August – November Thank you letters are sent within 24 hours of a pledge arrival.
			
1. Letter notes amount of pledge and payment plan confirmation (Rector).
			
2. Second letter sent from Warden.
			
3. Handwritten note follows in lay handwritten note project in January.
November

Victory Celebration Stewardship Dinner (goal: 100% of attending families have pledged
and increased pledge).

November

Pledge Blessing Sunday—seeking all pledges in by this date.
Sunday before Thanksgiving and after Stewardship celebration dinner.

November

Year-end letters (December 15-29) and bulletin inserts/Sunday announcements
designed / produced, leader recruited.

November 26

Thanksgiving letter thanking donors for coming to the stewardship dinner (or “we missed
you” letters are sent) to attendees.

Late November after Thanksgiving
Fourth quarter collections/thank you letter to all paying donors confirming pledge and
confirming amount paid.
Mid-December

Year-End letter and brochure sent to all donors and donor prospects (members).
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Pledge Campaign Task Flow Calendar
Resource 2.14 (cont’d.)

January - February Campaign evaluation.
			
Thank you note letter-writing campaign.
Next campaign design phase begins with input sessions, theme development, focus
group input programs, and date planning.
1.

Schedule.

2. Recruitment.
3. Thank you process is being reviewed.
4. Metrics of last campaign reviewed.
5. Campaign themes imagined.
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Stewardship Commission
& Related Committees
Resource 2.15

Mission and Vision Statements
The mission of the Stewardship Commission is to create, plan, and build a ministry of asking and giving
that transforms our approach to resource development in ways that foster and strengthen our collective
desire to give and to fund the collective discernment of mission as well as invite new visitors to the
church for membership discernment. We will encourage and support the missions of the five stewardship
committees: planned giving, invitation, major gifts, the art of hosting meaningful conversations, and
hospitality to provide the necessary resources to support Christ Church’s mission to know Christ and to
make Christ known.
The mission of the Planned Giving Committee is to educate around the need and importance of planned
giving: to encourage participation in planned giving, and to ensure good stewardship is demonstrated
through planned gifts to the ongoing and future mission of the church.
The mission of the Major Gifts Advisory Committee is to manage the process by which church members
consider, discern, and make major gifts to the mission of Christ Church. The committee will identify those
members of the church community who can make such gifts in coordination with the planned giving
committee and will oversee the process by which major donors are informed, encouraged, and invited to
make investments in the mission of the church now and into the future.
The Invitation + Membership Growth Committee seeks to use existing and new structures and habits to
facilitate the community and new member invitation process in an open space which fosters meaningful
conversations that will enable individuals and the congregation to turn outward in a stance of invitation
and welcome. The Invitation Committee works to design and implement the Come and See Invitation
Campaign annually each spring so that the congregation is trained in the invitation process and so that
members pledge conversations they will have with potential invited guests to Christ Church.
The mission of the Art of Hosting Meaningful Conversations Committee (known as AofH Committee) is to
teach, invite, encourage, host, and harvest meaningful conversation about the collective longings for the
life and future of this church community; and through holding open space, careful listening, reflection,
and discernment, reflect back and bring to life those longings in our shared community by orienting
conversation within participatory leadership models.
The mission of the Special Events Committee is to manage and oversee the many forms of hospitality
central to the particular ministry of a church. From Sunday gatherings to special events to regular meals,
Christ Church serves thousands of meals annually employing the gifts, talents, and hard work of hundreds
of gifted volunteer cooks, bakers, and event planners who plan for, shop for, carry, cook food, and clean
kitchens for the ongoing gathering of communities which meet for nourishment: physical, spiritual, and
relational. Special emphasis is place on events which support financial development and membership
growth.
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Sample: Stewardship Commission
Volunteer Job Description
Resource 2.16

The Mission:
The mission of the Stewardship Commission is to create, plan, and build a ministry of giving that transforms
our approach to resource development in ways that foster and strengthen our collective desire to give and
to fund the collective discernment of mission as well as invite new visitors to the cathedral for membership
discernment. The commission oversees the raising of pledges in the fall, people in the spring as well as
philanthropy and hospitality year-round. In addition to campaign design, evaluation, and oversight, the
commission will encourage and support the missions of the five stewardship committees:
• planned giving
• invitation
• major gifts
• art of hosting meaningful conversation (participatory leadership)
• hospitality
The Work:
Members of the Stewardship Commission are charged with collaboration with the Stewardship Chair, Vestry,
and Rector in ensuring the success of the annual pledge campaign alongside caring for the oversight of
other committees whose work contributes to various aspects of resource development for the fueling of
God’s mission through Christ Church, Episcopal, Colorado.
The Hopes:
It is hoped that Stewardship Commission members attend regular meetings of the commission. It is the
commission’s norm to gather over a simple meal which begins and ends in prayer and which manages all
aspects of a year-round pledge campaign planning and implementation program in addition to oversight
of committees to which most members of the commission are in a liaison relationship for their committee
support, creativity, encouragement, and resource provision.
The Skills:
The commission is populated with 8-15 leaders from within the congregation, is overseen by a Commission
Chair and is served by the work of the Stewardship Chair and staff. The commission requires leadership that
involves creative design, effective management, kind-hearted encouragement, and measured objectives; all
in a context of God’s mission engaging the church’s ministry.
The Expectations:
The Stewardship Commission members are asked to be people of prayer in whatever forms that takes in
their spiritual practice. The commission is asked to pledge and to consider planned giving at some point
if that philanthropy suits their plans. The commission members are invited into a stunningly enjoyable,
relational, and rewarding ministry of design and oversight among some of the most gifted and committed
leaders in the congregation.
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Annual Pledge Campaign:
Measurable Donor Involvement
Cultivation
Essential to donor management is the strategic cultivation process in which
a church finds ways to engage each member and visitor to determine what
their membership-involvement is currently, and how best to draw them
deeper into the life of the church. This deeper, physical involvement is the
best way to cultivate giving and raise energy. People give to what they are
physically involved in and are regularly attending. The worksheet above
shows a sample of a very simple involvement tracking system used in a
church of 40 people. It is simple, and can be done manually or, in a larger
church, it can be managed by software. Either way, the important thing is
that our churches find ways to regularly ask questions about each member:
1.

Who are they? Do leaders (clergy, staff, vestry) know them? If not,
how can we get to know them? Who needs to call them and make
a visit? How shall notes be recorded after the visit is made?

Notes:

2. What are they involved in? What events do they attend?
3. What is the logical next step for deeper involvement?
4. Who will accomplish that step and by what date? Who is the
best person to ask in the best way, at the best time, for the best
result?
This work will slowly and methodically track effective, measurable change
in the lives of the congregation members. Their deeper involvement will
make the pledge and the major gifts/planned gifts “ask” more fruitful as
well. Each invitation to deeper involvement is a moves-management task
towards increased philanthropy even if it takes years for a member of the
congregation to appear on a major gifts list because they have capacity
and interest.
It is essential that churches actively talk about, and pray publically about,
the money they hope to raise, the mission they hope to achieve, and the
people they hope to attract as new members. The church tends to be shy
about these public discussions and these public prayers. It is essential
that throughout the year, strategic insertions into liturgy, meetings, and
publications focus clearly on the desire to raise money and people.
FEARLESS TIP: For other material on case discernment, see Fearless
Church Fundraising, Pages 76-83.
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Year-Round Cultivation
Resource 2.17

Year-Round Cultivation or Involvement and Investment
Why it matters and how to manage it.

Parishioner
Name

Arrival Date

Involved in
currently

Next deeper
involvement
step

Next step
for deeper
involvement/
facilitator

Smith, John

January 2012

Gardening

Chair —
hospitality

Sam Jones will
ask December
2015 for spring

Jones, Amy

1948

Vestry

Planned giving

Charles Johnson
will ask for
estate plan
inclusion

Wingate, Harry

2014

Attendance
Sundays

Acolyte

Steve Watson
wil ask after
November

Guerin, Mary

1989

Attends monthly

Invite to Lunch

Rector will reach
out 9/13

Harrington, Tyler

2015

Attends weekly

Invite to
newcomer class

Sarah Jones will
invite by 8/18
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Sample:
Hand-Written Note
Resource 2.18

Hand-written note to all donors and LYBUNT between warm-up letter and campaign celebration
(September-November). This is one of two hand-written note donors receive. The second hand-written
note comes at the end of the campaign after standard gift acknowledgement letters are sent; usually
February.

Dear JOHN and SARAH,
You may have already made your pledge. Or you may be praying and thinking about your pledge now.
Regardless, I wanted to write to thank you for the decision accomplished or soon to be. Your gift will
make ministry and mission happen in thousands of lives. Thank you for making this decision. See you on
November 18th at our celebration dinner!
Warmly,
George Steinbrenner
Rector or Campaign Chair
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The Daily Sip Blog
Resource 2.19

A Sample Model for Formation of Stewardship

What we know about watering plants is that a slow drip often feeds the plant better than a deluge from
a hose. And our daily sip of coffee or bite of lunch are linked to the sip of wine from the chalice. Monday
through Friday, The Daily Sip blog by The Reverend Canon Charles LaFond offers the beauty of a photograph
and a very short meditation, providing spiritual food from Monday through Friday in your week.
In the spiritual life, Sundays can be a massive download of words...liturgy, readings, sermons, conversations,
classes, forums. In this blog, a daily sip of spiritual nourishment is offered. This week-day blog is designed
for you to be able to glance at an image and then read a related short meditation which you may take into
your day. Some days the message will be comforting, other days the message will be challenging and still
others enlightening or amusing. There will be fragments of psalms, bits of poetry, and aphorisms from deep
souls. Each post takes less than three minutes to read. We hope that the photo and accompanying words
may seep into you as you go about your day, fueling your spiritual wonderings. The Holy Spirit may even play
with it within your heart.
In an over-caffeinated, over-scheduled society, this daily blog is a sip for the soul; a taste that will, we
pray, whet your palate for life and living. This blog is not intellectual but is meant to connect to where we
live our daily lives. Take a short pause in your day, even while on the move, to reflect on topics that will
include choice-making, prayer in a busy life, mindfulness, stewardship of friendship, adoration, church life,
self-care—anything which helps the average busy person to live their Christian life to the fullest. For more
information and for additional writings, visit charleslafond.net.
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Annual Pledge Campaign:
Advance Campaign
Advance Campaign Overview
The advance campaign makes it possible to harvest the low-hanging
fruit of core pledges early.
This accomplishes two goals:
First, the campaign is extended out in front of the standard 8-week
campaign as money is raised from those people most ready and willing
to make their pledge as a bold act of leadership precisely because of
their leadership.
Secondly, the advance campaign allows leadership to focus on the rest
of the community during the eight weeks of campaign management. With
early, easy pledges received, particular focus can be applied to those
congregants who need particular care and help in order to either make
a new gift or increase a gift. The advance campaign also establishes
early momentum and early confidence.

Notes:
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Sample:
Advance Campaign Plan
Resource 2.20

Advance Campaign Chair: ________________(name)
Goal
Early solicitation of pledge from chapter, vestry, vestry college, committee chairs, committee members,
members of the planned givers’ group and some of the 50 major donor prospect families. Goal is 100%
pledged by September 1.
Timeline
May: Campaign case drafted and produced, vestry approached by Chair to request early pledge, and present
Advance Campaign
May: Vestry told that they are being asked to make an advanced 2016 pledge in May and June, prior to the
community pledge campaign September - November.
Mid-May: Drafts of letters are written (specialized opening paragraphs for each group with general letter
body content for all groups)
Mid-May: Advance Campaign Chair approves letters (most letters jointly signed by Advance campaign Chair
and Canon Steward)
Mid-May: Warm-up letters* to vestry sent (Vestry letters sent over signature of Senior Warden, Advance
Campaign Chair and Canon Steward)
June: All remaining warm-up letters* (vestry college, committee chairs, committee members, members of
the planned givers group) sent
Mid-June to Mid-August: Telephone solicitations and thank you letters managed to completion of advance
campaign pledges from all advance campaign prospects.
*(Note: In August, Major donors will be approached with specific plans determined on consultation with the
Chair of Major Gifts Advisory Committee, (name). Major Donors will only receive warm-up letters if they are
in one of the group names above and even then, these letters and calls will be flagged and reconsidered
in each specific case.)
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Sample:
Orange Bar Headers
Advance
Campaign Vestry Speaking Notes
Resource
Page
Resource 2.21

Early spring vestry meeting, given by Advance Campaign Chair:
•

The advance campaign is new this year and is an attempt to lengthen the campaign in its collections
without lengthening it in the experience of the general congregation.

•

Our goal is to tier-step pledging from the following groups in the following order in late spring so that
our fall focus is general giving and conversion from non-pledging to pledging:
• Vestry
• Chapter and staff (invitation only to staff)
• Committee chairs and members
• College of Vestry
• Planned Givers (July, after planned giving annual event)

•

Vestry is being asked to pledge first and to increase their pledge as it is possible.

•

Sample: Our rector (canon steward, campaign chair, etc.) is giving _____% of his income. I am giving
_____% of my income. We welcome you to consider what your income is and discern in your prayer and
planning what percentage of your income you would like to give to God in gratitude for God’s providence.

•

Our Campaign Theme: (details about campaign theme)
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Sample:
Advance Vestry Letter
Resource 2.22
Mrs. Michelle Smith
1350 Washington Street
Denver CO 80202
Dear MICHELLE,
Christ Church is entering an exciting time of discovery and transition. Over the next year we will discern
who, as the body of Christ, this community of faith is called to be, and how we can make God’s abundant
love known in the world. And we will seek out a new Rector who shares our vision and will help us reach
our goals. This is a pivotal year.
As a leader in the congregation, you know how important it is that we carry the momentum we have built
over the last several years into and through this time of discovery and transition. That’s why we are writing
to you. Last year, the Vestry pledged $55,000 and this year, we are asking the Vestry to pledge before the
public phase of the annual campaign in the hopes of raising $60,000-70,000. We recently discussed this at
the May Vestry meeting and will again at the Vestry meeting in June. We are asking that the vestry enjoy and
celebrate 100% advance Vestry pledging by Monday, June 15th so that we can, with integrity, move to the next
level of leadership for advance pledging in July from the College of Vestry, staff, and committee leadership.
Your early pledge of support during this advance campaign will send a message of optimism, enthusiasm,
and growth as we begin the work of discerning our future as a loving, kind, and effective church.
This year we will be asking the congregation to increase their pledges as a bold statement of support for
the life and mission of our church. We hope you will consider increasing your pledge during this advance
campaign. Doing so will impart the integrity of having first done what we will, together, be asking the
congregation to do during the public phase of the campaign.
Would you please use the enclosed pledge certificate to make an advance leadership pledge in June? And,
having considered what percentage of your income your pledge represents, would you discern increasing
your pledge to the capacity of your own bounty as an act of gratitude? It will feel great! And it will fund
valuable ministry in our church and in our city.
With gratitude for your consideration,
Susan Ross				Estelle Costanza
Advance Campaign Chair		
Senior Warden
Advance Campaign Pledge Card (insert)
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Sample: Advance and Regular Campaign
Thank You Letter
Resource 2.23

Dear JASON and JOANNE,
Thank you for your YEAR pledge of $__________________ to the mission and ministry of Christ Church
Cathedral. This gift is gratefully received. (Thank you also for pledging so early as an act of courage and
leadership — paving the way for a tremendous and wonderful pledge campaign next fall. ———Delete for
non-advance campaign pledges please.)
You have invested in powerful work in this city and beyond, among thousands of people whose lives
are touched daily by our mission to know Christ and make Christ known. Each person touched by this
church’s mission is like a pebble dropped in a pond — with many rings of love, compassion, and connection
emanating within and outward to the larger community. You are funding our hosting, healing, reconciliation,
and worship.
• This gift will make it possible for hundreds of people like Jean to be laid to rest in a funeral worthy
of her decades of work, worship, and love in this community.
• Your gift will change lives like Jacob’s, whose character was formed in this church, providing a second
family, and sending him off to college prepared to face his life with a strong faith.
• Your gift made David’s baptism possible so that he grows up marked as Christ’s own forever and in
a community of faith with Godparents and parents prepared to support his formation and growth.
• Your gift provides hundreds of beds for women like Mary, whose circumstances have left her homeless;
and your gift provides more than 7,000 meals to homeless women and others inside and outside this
church annually.
And you fund electricity to light our liturgies, heat to warm our meetings, clergy to visit those sick and
imprisoned in various types of confinements in life, and on and on and on. Jesus said, “do this in remembrance
of me.” Never has a command been so followed for so long and funded by so many.
Thank you and please know how glad we are to be in this partnership of ministry with you though this Gift
to God we call a pledge to mission.
Susan Ross				Estelle Costanza
Advance Campaign Chair		
Senior Warden
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(Non-Givers) Pledge Campaign
is Coming Letter
Resource 2.24
Dear JASON and JOANNE,
There are as many reasons to come to church as there are people sitting in our pews. The man over there,
perhaps he feels a special communion with sacred music, and his heart soars with the first notes of his
favorite hymn. That woman further up, maybe she’s facing a difficult illness and craves a few words of
comfort from her favorite clergy member. And you—what brings you to Christ Church? Does standing with
the congregation as the celebrants file in amidst a cloud of incense fill you with the Holy Spirit and make
you feel closer to God? Does the opportunity to do some good through one of the church’s many ministries
provide a bright note of hope in a difficult week or month?
Whatever your motivation, we are glad you are with us and appreciate your involvement in the life of our
parish. And now, I am going to ask you to consider furthering one of the bonds between yourself and these
sacred walls. I am asking you to support the lifeblood of our church in the form of a pledge. Our pledges
are a promise that this church family, of which we are a part, is a family to which we will make a planned
commitment. Even a pledge of $25-$50 per week would help us to plan for the many ways we serve our
congregants and those people outside our church walls who need our help. As you know, our support of the
church, in the form of our annual pledge, is not a fee for services rendered, nor is it to be construed as club
dues for church membership. Rather, it is a symbol of our having given our lives over to God in gratitude for
having been given them.
If you were able to attend last year’s gala dinner, you know what a delicious night of faith, fellowship, fun,
and good food we all shared. We are planning an even more special event this year, so please reserve these
dates today.
Campaign Kick-off Breakfast				
NAME OF EVENT Dinner Gala		

DATE AND TIME
DATE AND TIME

There are two other events of which I ask you to take note. One is our annual parish celebration, which will
feature a block party barbecue for 1,000 of our closest friends and neighbors, and the other is our Dream
Together Conference, which will focus on our longings for the future of our church.
Christ Church Barbeque 				
The Dream Together Conference			

DATE AND TIME
DATE AND TIME

As you enjoy these summer weeks, please be praying, thinking and discussing your commitment to the
lifeblood of our church. On the one hand, it is vital to our ability to fulfill our mission; on the other, it is a
very important symbol of the bounty of your life.
Wishing you a restful summer, I am and remain, faithfully yours,
Ruthie Cohen
Stewardship Chair
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(Previous Givers) Pledge Campaign is
Coming Letter
Resource 2.25
Dear JOHN and JANE,
Your support of the Christ Church’s ministry is a form of Jesus’ hands and feet both within and outside our
sacred walls. You support ministries including pastoral care, formation for all ages, outreach ministries,
worship, transformative events in people’s lives such as weddings and funerals—the list is long and is a
worthy investment. Thank you. We have so many individuals who depend on us in countless ways, which
we could not begin to serve any of them properly without the generosity of spirit you have shown with your
support. For that, we offer our sincere and profound thanks.
As you know, our support of the church, in the form of our yearly pledge, is not a fee for services rendered,
nor is it to be construed as dues for church membership. Rather, our pledge is a symbol of our having given
our lives over to God. Our pledge is a promise we make to ourselves and to the congregation to share our
resources for the spiritual and physical well-being of others.
As we begin to address the needs of our congregation and the people of this city in YEAR, and to determine
how we can best meet them, we hope you will stand with us again to invest with a discerned pledge. We have
a series of awareness events planned to celebrate our giving-awareness season:
Campaign Kick-off Breakfast				
NAME OF EVENT Dinner Gala		
		

DATE AND TIME
DATE ND TIME

If you were able to attend last year’s dinner, you know what a wonderful and delicious night of faith,
fellowship, fun, and good food we all shared. We are planning an even more special event this year, so please
reserve the date now.
There are two other events of which I ask you to take note. One is our annual parish celebration, which will
feature a block party barbecue for 1,000 of our closest friends and neighbors, and the other is our Dream
Together Conference, which will focus on our longings for the future of our church.
Christ Church Barbeque 				
The Dream Together Conference			

DATE AND TIME
DATE AND TIME

As you enjoy these summer weeks, please be praying, thinking, and discussing your commitment to the
lifeblood of our church. On the one hand, it is vital to our ability to fulfill our mission; on the other, it is a
very important symbol of the bounty of your life.
Wishing you a restful summer, I am and remain, faithfully yours,

Ruthie Cohen
Stewardship Chair
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Sample:
Warm-Up Letter
Resource 2.26
Dear JOHN,
You are part of Christ Church, and this church is yours. Please invest in its mission financially when you get
your pledge card in early September. Last year you generously pledged $XXXX and we turned that gift into
powerful mission. Now we are asking you to consider your YEAR pledge, made in September or October.
Thank you.
Made in God’s image, we love. Out of our love, we care for others. In order to care for others, we give away
some of what we have to fund acts of love at Christ Church and in our city. Our financial gift gives integrity
to our work, our creed, our life and our liturgy.
This is an important year for our bold investment into our church’s ability to love, care, and give; funding
our church for God’s mission in Episcopal, Colorado.
It takes courage for me to give away 12% of my annual income to Christ’s mission through the church, but
it feels great! I preach a lot. But if you want to know what I really believe is important, just look at how I
spend my time and my money. Might you consider increasing your pledge, if at all possible, for a powerful
year of change and capacity? Our vestry, clergy, staff, and lay leadership have pledged early and boldly this
past summer.
Your act of loving, caring, and giving is not only your pledge, but also your opinion and your presence; so
please place the Dream Together Conference on Saturday, October 17 and the Campaign Celebration Dinner
in the Nave on Wednesday, November 18 on your calendar so that the life and future of our church is
formed by your presence and your inspiration.
Warmly and with deep gratitude,
George Steinbrenner
Rector or Campaign Chair
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Sample:
Hand-Written Note
Resource 2.27

Hand-written note to all donors and LYBUNT between warm-up letter and
campaign celebration (September to November). This is one of two handwritten note donors receive. The second hand-written note comes at the
end of the campaign after standard gift acknowledgement letters are sent;
usually February.

Dear JOHN and SARAH,
You may have already made your pledge. Or you may be praying and thinking
about your pledge now. Regardless, I wanted to write to thank you for the
decision accomplished or soon to be. Your gift will make ministry and
mission happen in thousands of lives. Thank you for making this decision.
See you on November 18th at our celebration dinner!
Warmly,
George Steinbrenner
Rector or Campaign Chair
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Creativity: Making a Special
Event for a Campaign Kick-off
Resource 2.28

Design your own campaign kickoff. You are a church of 200 families with an ASA of 100 on a Sunday. You
are launching the campaign with a special event. How would you design one? (invitation, theme, food,
ask, materials, volunteers, budget, etc.)
This event has to be so fun and creative that people WANT to come see it—can hardly imagine it is
happening, and can’t wait to attend.)
Invitation Plan
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Theme
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Food
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Ask
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Materials
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Needed volunteers
____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Budget
_____________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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The Stewardship Liturgical Plan

Use of Prayers and Prayers of the
People
We suggest that a Rector write the following for each of the eight weeks
of a campaign:

Notes:

1.

A bulletin insert telling people how the campaign is going. Do
not keep the campaign a secret. Speak openly about it.

2.

A collect to be inserted into the prayers of the people
specifically asking God for assistance and encouragement in
various aspects of the campaign. Speak to God, in front of the
people, about raising money. Be bold.

3.

A scripted announcement which tells people verbally about the
campaign, highlights events, and thanks the ministry minute
speaker.
FEARLESS TIP: For other material on pledge campaign planning,
see Fearless Church Fundraising, Pages 84-104.
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Prayers for Stewardship,
Money, and Provision
Resource 2.29

In liturgy, the people need to hear and offer prayers that help them with the internal work to release
their death-grip on money. If we sanitize our prayers of all references to our need for money, we are
teaching the congregation to hide part of their lives from God.
Prayers for Stewardship, money and provision for use in Churches:
Prayer for a Faithful Relationship with Money
Gracious God, giver of all we have and hold; grant the people of this church a deep and abiding
awareness that all things come from you—our health, our incomes, our jobs, our talents and our
generous impulse. Send your Holy Spirit to help us as we swim against the rising tides of materialism,
envy, individualism and greed in our culture. When we are tempted to think of money as a private
matter, remind us that you have asked for part of what we are given, to be returned to you as a symbol
of our awareness that you give all we have. And finally, assist us as we help each other to embrace
the grace of giving, for you are the lover of our souls and call us to nothing less than transformation
in Jesus Christ our Lord. AMEN.
Prayer for the Provision of Finances
Blessed are you, Lord God of the Universe, for you create out of the cosmos this fragile earth and
give life to it. You maintain our lives with the spark of our heartbeat and the growth of food from the
earth. How can we do anything but respond by giving back a portion of our blessings to the life and
ministry of the Church, your body on earth? Help us to be less afraid of vulnerability and thereby
to loosen our death-grip on our money. Help us to see clearly the inequality in our world and to
respond by giving through your body, the Church. AMEN.
Prayer for the Provision of Time and Talent
Father, you breathed life into humanity and gave us various gifts and talents by which to live and
move and have our being. Forgive us when we fall into the temptation of thinking that time and
talent are made by us. Help us to see that our salaries and our hard work come only because of your
provision of life and health and creativity. Help us as we struggle against a culture in which “time is
money.” Help us to give ourselves as you did, even unto the cross. May your self-offering be our model
and may your love be our encouragement. AMEN.
Prayer for the Provision of Funds for a Capital Campaign
Lord Christ, you built the Church by uniting your mother Mary and your disciple John at the cross. Ever
since, you have encouraged the Church as your body on earth to flourish and grow. From a mud hut in
an ancient Celtic village to a cathedral in a bustling city, you have fed the Church with energy to build
and grow. As we build our church, help us to see this building as a symbol and tool for preaching the
good news and living the joy of community together. Provide, through your Holy Spirit, the resources
and wisdom we will need. Then, when the last stone is laid and the last board nailed, dwell with us
that we might be with you and through you with each other as you are within and among the Trinity,
world without end. AMEN.
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Prayer for Those Leading Stewardship Ministries
Lord Christ, you held your ground as you communicated a message amidst support and amidst rejection.
Give to us who lead stewardship ministries the strength to help our church to discuss that which it would
rather ignore. Help us to speak openly about money, time, and land as gift. Help us to respond to a culture
for whom greed is nothing more than a scream of fear; so that our work might be not merely fund-raising,
but rather a pastoral ministry to a people weighed down by a spiritually deadly combination of abundance
and fear. AMEN.
Prayer for Use by a Vestry Regarding Stewardship
Heavenly Father and Creator of all we enjoy, we give you thanks for the countless people who have gone
before us in the leadership of this church. We know that the Holy Spirit inspired some as they longed for
this church, others as they built this church and still others as they lovingly and boldly led this church
through times of abundance and times of scarcity. Help us to be courageous as we model giving of time
and money to this parish. Make our bold and generous pledge a symbol of both our integrity and our
gratitude. Then help us to encourage giving with all that we do and say, just as you did while physically
teaching among your disciples. AMEN.
Prayer for Use by Children Regarding Stewardship
Jesus, we love you and we know you love us. Everything we have is a gift from you. Thank you for play time
and for our growing bodies. Thank you for our laughter and our joy. Help us to give some of our time and
some of our money back to you. When we think of giving something away to someone who needs it, help
us to give two and not just one. AMEN.
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Preaching Stewardship,
Membership Growth, & Giving
Resource 2.30

Preaching about stewardship, pledging and giving requires great care.
Technically, preachers have a captive audience; people are there to
worship, and the sermon is part of that worship. Walking out is technically
an option, but most people would never make such a move.
A skillful preacher can be inspiring and the same skill can be used to
manipulate. It is good to know the difference. The responsible, centered,
well-prayed preacher is not discouraged from preaching a strong
stewardship sermon; you are cautioned to do so carefully. It is easy for
your own anxiety, shame, grief and regret about money to get projected
into a sermon that ends up being scolding and hollow.
I suggest spiritual-life preaching and teaching, formation and
encouragement year-round. If the clergy and laity are doing that work
well, then the stewardship sermon ends up being best preached by the
Holy Spirit. The moving “Ministry Minutes” that members offer to share
why they love this church so much, the joy of a fun campaign kickoff, the
power of a bulletin insert about how a life was changed by the outreach
ministry, the beauty of the silence after a great hymn—these preach
stewardship better than any crafty sermon.
That said, a good preacher looks at the scripture reading to determine
its focus and trajectory in the context of the life of the parish. If the
text and context call for it, he or she could preach about some aspect
of giving, ownership, sacrifice, envy, greed, generosity or gratitude. Just
remember that, no matter how good the sermon, the congregation must
deeply and fully experience the preacher as a pastor long before they
will accept the preacher’s ministry as a prophet or leader. The issue
is not, “Has this preacher preached a moving stewardship sermon?”
The issue is, “Does this preacher love us deeply, lead us powerfully and
teach us to give our whole lives away regularly?” The second question
is, “Is what we are supporting worthy of the financial sacrifice we are
making? Is this the best use of my giving?”
A stewardship sermon and formation program that help to answer those
two questions in the affirmative will go a long way toward advancing
the campaign ... and the kingdom of God. (Fearless Church Fundraising,
Charles LaFond, © 2014)
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Focus Group Questions
Resource 2.31

Hosting meaningful conversations is a way to involve donors before asking them to invest through
philanthropy. The church must learn to ask for the opinions of its members before it asks for their money.
Focus group conversations like the one below are a way to do that cultivation work.
Focus Group: a program of involvement and investment curating among parishioners
Sample questions for a focus group to review the last campaign and prepare for the next campaign.
1.

What is Christ Church doing in the lives of people which inspires your giving of money to fund the
mission of Christ Church in 2014?

2. Write down three to four things that happen in the lives of congregants as a result of the church’s
ministry, so far as you know.

a. “A person will receive a visit in the hospital with communion”

b. “A person will be inspired by the beauty of the liturgy and music from which to draw strength
during a difficult time.”

3. Write down three to four things that happen in the lives of non-members of our church through the
mission and resources of Christ Church.

c. “A homeless woman will receive good food, kindness, and a bed on Monday nights at the
church.”

d. “An abused person can come to Christ Church and speak to a priest who will connect him/
her to a shelter for abused spouses.”
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4. Write down one word or phrase which conveys the mission of our church or an aspect of it.

5. Write down what you might use as a slogan for a stewardship campaign which conveys both the
internal conversion of giving and the external need for financial resources. Ex: The Community of
Jerusalem, a community of monks, has the slogan, “The heart of the city, the heart of God”

6. If a friend asked you why you pledge to Christ Church, what would you say?

7.

If you were to use a photo on the website of the stewardship campaign to convey the power of what
your church accomplishes in human lives, what image would you use?

8. When have you met Christ in the form of a member of the clergy, staff, or congregation? What was
that encounter like?

9. Why do you give money to Christ Church?

10. What would you say to a congregant who was trying to decide if they could increase their pledge, but
were aware that the decision would mean decreasing a gift to another charity?

11. What do we do at Christ Church which would thrill Jesus based on what we know of Him?

12. What does the Stewardship Committee need to know that it might not know?
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The Wow Card
Resource 2.32

The “Wow card” is a way to illicit investment and involvement. The cards welcome ideas from the congregation
about the things the church can consider doing which forms the foundation of mission and ministry.
In one church, a quiet, unassuming lady wrote “Why don’t we buy a van to pick up our older, founding
members on Sundays? We could use the van between Sundays to deliver groceries to the poor and meals
to the sick or grieving.”
When the message on the “wow card” was read aloud, another member wrote a check to cover the cost of
the van. Three other “older, founding members” which later enjoyed the new van’s services, left bequests
totaling $560,000 out of the gratitude they felt for their church taking the time and making the effort to pick
them up when previously they were home-bound on Sunday mornings due to old age. The van was then
painted with the church logo and raised the city’s awareness to their presence and ministry.
All this came from one lady writing a few phrases on a card and placing it in the offering plate. And of course
her pledge went up when she saw her idea become a reality because she felt she had agency in her church.

Let’s do something Big, something WOW... If Jesus
came to Christ Church, what would make him say,
“WOW!”?

Examples: “do some local outreach” - too generic
“giant yard sale with all four churches on the common;
all proceeds go to Metro Food Bank” - just right
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Overview of Campaign Tools
Sample Pledge Certificate			
Sample Auto-Withdrawl Confirmation Letter
Letter to LYBUNT/PYBUNT Exit Questionnaire
Pledge Collection Letter
Financial Support Survey
LYBUNT End of Year Reminder Letter
PYBUNT End of Year Reminder Letter
Sample Ministry Recruitment Letter
Sample Ministry Minute Recruitment Confirmation Letter
Sample Ministry Minute Speaker Tips for Success
Sample Ministry Minute Recruitment Guidelines
How to host the Ministry Minute Speaker
Sample Ministry Minute Script 1
Sample Ministry Minute Speaker Script 2
Sample Ministry Minute Speaker Summary Statements
Sample Leadership Frequently Asked Questions Resource
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Phone-a-Thon Mid Campaign Script
Phone-a-Thon Late Campaign Script
Campaign Closure Recognition
Sample Year-End Giving Article
Sample Thank You Letter Hand-Written Note Writers
Sample In-kind Gift Thank You Letter
Barriers to Effective Financial Development
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Sample:
Pledge Certificate
Resource 2.33

A CALL TO LOVE

A FINANCIAL & FAITH COMMITMENT FOR 2016

2016 Christ Church Pledge Certificate
Having prayed about this annual pledge to fund the mission of Christ Church in 2016 and in the context of
gratitude for all that God has given to me/our family, please be advised of the 2016 pledge of
$
Yearly during the next fiscal year (January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016).

(I/we realize that in the event of a financial problem in 2016, we can confidentially adjust our pledge by
calling the clergy).
Signature(s)

Date

THANK YOU

Name(s)

FOR YOUR
COMMITMENT
Address

Email

You will be sent a letter
confirming your pledge in
November 2015 and a letter
for your tax use reflecting
your 2016 contributions in
January 2017.

Phone

Please send your completed
pledge card to:
I/We intend to give: (a weekly pledge is very helpful in our financial planning!)
□ Weekly

□ Monthly

□ Quarterly

By: □ Automatic Bank Transfer

□ Full Amount Yearly

□ Credit/Debit Card Giving

□ Offering Plate Giving

□ I/We are interested in making a separate gift (in addition to the annual support listed
above) to a specific project for which funds are needed. Please have the clergy contact
me about having this conversation.
□ I/We are interested in receiving information about planned giving (estate planning,
charitable trusts, making a will or living will, etc.) Please contact me/us about this by
sending literature which will help to inform my/our planning.
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Sample: Auto-Withdrawal
Confirmation Letter
Resource 2.34

Sample email to donors giving through auto-withdrawal (bank or card) confirming pledges maintained or
increased for YEAR.
JOHN,
I hope you are enjoying your preparation for Christmas!
In YEAR, you generously pledged $900.00 which has funded extraordinary mission and ministry at Christ
Church. It is our understanding that you want your annual pledge to continue to be withdrawn from the
credit card ending with 2428. We would be grateful if you would confirm that you would like to continue
investing in the work and mission of our church. Please know how grateful we are for your pledge. We hope
that you would like to maintain this pledge in YEAR through this automatic monthly withdrawal. We have
raised $1.2 million of the $1,350,000 we need to do ministry in YEAR and hope that your pledge will be part
of those who help us to reach our YEAR pledge goal in December.
Would you please confirm that you wish us to continue deducting payments to your credit card in YEAR? If
you would like to increase your pledge, please do not hesitate to let me know.
Thank you for maintaining this pledge to help us reach our goal; and I hope you have a wonderful holiday.
Yours sincerely,

George Steinbrenner
Rector or Campaign Chair
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Letter to LYBUNT / PYBUNT Donors
Exit Questionnaire and Engagement Letter
Resource 2.35

(This letter goes to donors who have pledged in past years or last year but did not pledge in the most recent,
ended campaign year. If your campaign runs September through November, then this letter would go out in
February after you have tried to recruit their outstanding pledge by letter and personal phone calls. When
you are sure they will not pledge, send them a letter like this one to ask why they did not pledge so that you
can learn from each donor.)

Dear JOHN and JANE,
In YEAR, you pledged $1,234.00 to Christ Church as part of the pledge campaign, and we remain grateful for
that kind and generous support. When we approached you in the most recent pledge campaign, you chose
not to make a pledge to the ministry of Christ Church, and so I am writing to be able to learn a bit more about
your hesitation to make a pledge.
We want to learn how we may better serve you as a member of this church and as a past donor to its
ministries. Perhaps we misspelled your name or perhaps you were offended by something. Perhaps you are
unsure of how the pledges are spent or you may dislike some aspect of our ministry. Or perhaps you simply
entered into circumstances which made pledging impossible.
Would you be willing to return the enclosed confidential survey or have a telephone conversation with me
to let me know more about your decision not to invest in the ministries of our church through a pledge? It
would help us to better serve you and it might tell us of changes we need to make which will better serve
the life of our church. If you encountered a problem or barrier then perhaps others did as well. Knowing
more will help us serve you better.
Thank you for your pledge in past years, and please know that if this letter reminds you that you wish to
renew a past pledge, you may do that also by returning the enclosed survey in the return, stamped envelope.
We are grateful for your membership here, and if our records are in any way in error, please let us know and
we will work hard to make whatever changes we need to make so that you feel fully involved in every aspect
of ministry here. Again, thank you for your time and please know that I will call in the next few days unless
I hear from you within this response opportunity.
Warmly and with gratitude,

Ruthie Cohen
Stewardship Chair
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Pledge Collections Letter
Resource 2.36
Dear JOHN and JANE,
Thank you for your pledge of $ XXXXXX to Christ Church’s annual pledge campaign last fall. We surpassed
previous year’s pledges by 2% and are busy doing ministry throughout the church and the city as a direct
result of your investment in the life of the church and its involvement in God’s mission.
Our records indicate that
Letter one: insert for those who have paid part of their pledge: “you are very kindly still paying this pledge
and have paid $ XXXXXX so far. We are grateful for that payment.”
(If part of the pledge has been paid)
Letter version two for those who have yet to pay anything on their pledge: Insert “you are very kindly
still paying this pledge and we look forward to assisting you in any way we can as you pay this pledge
throughout the year.”
Letter version three for those who have paid their pledge when the pledge was made or in this first quarter,
insert: “you have kindly paid this pledge in full for which we are most grateful.”
Please let us know if we have made any mistake in this information. If we have your name wrong or if our
records of your pledge do not match yours in any way, please do not hesitate to contact ADMINISTRATOR
NAME or myself and we will correct our records.
Your pledge, and the payment of it, is making a difference in the lives of those who worship at Christ
Church, those who come to our church for solace and for community, and those who need the help of our
community. We baptize, we bury, we confirm, we feed, we teach, and we heal; all because of this investment
you have so generously made.
Thank you and please know how very grateful we are for your generosity.
Warmly,

Ruthie Cohen
Stewardship Chair
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Financial Support Survey
Resource 2.37
Please fill out and return this survey or go to ChristChurch.org/FinancialSupportSurvey in order to fill out
this survey online. Feel free to call the church to speak with STEWARDSHIP CHAIR NAME or ADMINISTRATOR
NAME if you would prefer to accomplish this work personally by conversation. We are so glad to know how
we can better serve your philanthropic and stewardship needs and are grateful for the time this takes from
your busy schedule. Please also feel free to email this to STEWARDSHIP CHAIR EMAIL.
1.

Why did you choose not to pledge to the mission of Christ Church in YEAR?

2. What would help you to make a pledge choice in future years?
3. What most excites you when you think of funding various aspects of our mission and ministry? Or
what does not excite you, or even frustrates you when you consider making a pledge to the ministry
of the church?
4. Has anything occurred in your life either at this church or in your personal life that has mitigated
against your ability or willingness to make a pledge to our church?
5. Is there anything else you would like to tell us that would help us to better serve you as a member
or as a donor in this church?
6. If you would like to make a pledge now, please write the amount you would like to give this year and
print and sign your name. We will follow up with a pledge card and will be grateful for this support.

Printed Name			Signature
Amount pledged before December 31, YEAR		
$1,234
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LYBUNT End of Year
Reminder Letter
Resource 2.38
Dear JOHN and JANE,
Your pledge to the Christ Church’s mission and ministry is an essential part of the good work we are doing
in this city. Your pledge has done precisely what Jesus asked us to do in the scriptures.
You kindly made a pledge of $ XXXXXX for the YEAR program year and I was hoping you would be willing to
pay your pledge balance of $ XXXXXX.
We have served the homeless. We have visited the sick. We have held the dying. We have fed the hungry
both in body and often in spirit. We have inspired the Glory of God through beautiful liturgy. We have also
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________. Your pledge made all that possible, and more.
Our more than 200 pledgers have made a deeply valued commitment to our ministry together. We all have
different ways of paying our pledge. Thank you for paying yours when and as you do.
If we are in any way in error, we kindly thank you for helping us to make needed changes by calling
___________________ at 777.867.5301.
Or if you would like to discuss your pledge, the use of your pledge in our ministry or any aspect of our life
together, please call me at 777.867.5302.
Thank you for this investment in our mission together.
Warmly and gratefully yours,
Ruthie Cohen
Stewardship Chair
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PYBUNT End of Year Reminder Letter
Resource 2.39
Dear JOHN and JANE,
May I ask you for a Christmas gift? Will you make a pledge in YEAR? Christ Church is humming with energy
and vitality, and it is due to people like you! As we wait in Advent for the Christ Child, we are anticipating
what we will be able to do as Christ’s hands and feet at Christ Church in YEAR. You have pledged in the past,
and you have made that work possible. We depend on you.
You were very generous to pledge $ XXXXXXX in YEAR. We are very close to our goal. Will you pledge this year,
please? Might this pledge be a great way to celebrate Christmas, and make an investment in human lives?
Will you fill out this pledge card right now and just pop it in the mail, or go online to christchurch.org/pledge
and take the 70 seconds to make that pledge (I counted how long it takes!) If your financial circumstances
change at all in YEAR, you can simply change your pledge with an email to me. It’s that easy!
Do you know that if everyone who pledged in past years, makes a similar pledge next year, we will raise the
final $ XXXXXXX needed to reach our goal in two weeks and in time to set a budget! Will you please help us
to do that? You may be able to pledge more or perhaps not, but your participation is essential so that we
may establish a fully funded budget at our Annual Meeting in early January.
I have enclosed a pledge card and a return envelope. I will call your home or cell in the next few days just
to thank you for your consideration. We just have such a short way to go! Please help us all to be prepared
for a wonderful YEAR!
If we are in any way in error, we kindly thank you for helping us to make needed changes by calling
___________ at 777.867.5301.
Or if you would like to discuss your pledge, the use of your pledge in our ministry, or any aspect of our life
together, please call me at 777.867.5302.
Thank you for this investment in our mission together.
Warmly and gratefully yours,

Ruthie Cohen
Stewardship Chair
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Annual Pledge Campaign:
Ministry Minutes & Phone-A-Thon
“Ministry Minutes” Program
“Ministry Minutes” is a case-development and pledge encouragement
activity. The program takes careful planning, curating, coaching, and
editing, but the end result is tremendous for the health of a church.
What is it?: A series of congregation members, recruited for their
authenticity and reputation for kindness, who write and speak 500 words
on the subject “Why I love this church” at the Sunday liturgies weekly
during the campaign. Most campaigns are 8 weeks (and should not be
shorter nor much longer), and so there are eight speakers (a different
one each week but the same one at all services on a particular Sunday).
Each speaker is recruited and coached in the spring and summer, their
500 words are drafted in the late summer, and they are scheduled for a
Sunday during the campaign. They are also asked to distill their 500 words
into a 50 word summary.

Notes:

Why? The laity benefit from being asked to do the drafting, thinking, and
writing. Over ten years, 80 people have carefully considered why they love
their church. This work cultivates their gift and their involvement. It also
reminds the listeners why they love their church. This three minutes in
each service is an essential component to any campaign.
How?:

a. Recruit well and early (before the theme design):
b. Who is authentic?
c. Who fits with your brand?
d. Who does what they say they will do?
e. What people represent the mission?
f.

Have 500-word statements written by recruits.

g. “Why I love this church.”
h. Meet with recruits individually to review statements.
i.

Coach brevity, clarity, one message, authenticity.

j.

Coach fearlessness, prayer, prep, familiarity.
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a. If they are verbose, too theological, or too spiritual then
coach them. Tell them the truth.
b. Each statement needs to be under 500 words and needs to
be finalized after a few drafts. Get comfortable with drafts
and revisions. Do not settle until it is perfect!
c. Highlight the one or two phrases from each statement that
you want to use in campaign communications. Does one
lend itself to a campaign theme?

Notes:

d. Thank the speakers after the campaign.
e. Meet with the speaker in the week prior to their scheduled
presentation so that they can practice at the podium with
your critique.
f.
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Sample: Ministry Minute
Recruitment Letter
Resource 2.40

This letter goes to the lay leader who is charged with recruiting the Ministry Minute speakers.
Ministry Minute Program Recruitment
Annual Pledge Campaign, Summer
The work of the Ministry Minute Speakers in the Annual Pledge Campaign is central to the Case-forSupport and its communications in the live phase of the campaign. The Ministry Minute speech answers
the question: “Why do I love Christ Church and my involvement here? The donor’s question as they listen is
“Does the church deserve the money they are asking me to donate in the pledge campaign?” Speakers are
NOT speaking about why they give but do keep that in mind. Most speakers have a specific thing they love
(a central theme) and that theme is designated at the time of the recruitment or negotiated soon thereafter.
Each week for 8 weeks, a Ministry Minute speaker will say a few words (about 3 minutes) at the time of the
announcements, addressing each of the congregations which meet on that day.
The following notes will assist in recruiting the volunteers being asked to speak the Ministry Minutes:
1.

Names of those who might speak with compassion, authenticity, clarity and brevity are listed by a
committee. That list is then redesigned under main topics of case development (visited in hospital,
raising kids in faith, giving transformation, outreach, beauty, music, etc.)

2. What are you asking a Ministry Minute Speaker to do exactly?
a. Each speaker is designated to speak on a specific Sunday and so it is vital that they choose
a Sunday that they will be willing to be in church to speak—and not change this commitment
except in an emergency of life or death.
b. Each Ministry Minute speaker is asked to draft a written statement (3 minutes / 500 words) or
sit with a staff person so that from an interview, a draft can be ghost-written for them. This
statement must be authentic and natural, but it is a script so that a speaker does not go on
too long (beyond 3 minutes), or speak too fast as is often the case when nervous.
c. A summary statement (1-3 sentences / 50 words) is then drafted by staff and checked with
the speaker. This summary phrase will appear in the campaign literature with the speaker’s
photo. These printed and soft (email) materials will be sent to all members and will be on
the website. Speeches will also be on the website and communicated in some campaign
materials.
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Sample: Ministry Minute
Recruitment Letter
Resource 2.40 (cont.)

a. A digital photo of the speaker or speaker and family is taken or identified for campaign
materials (above.)
b. One session of rehearsal in person or by phone or skype will be set in early September.
c. Each Ministry Minute Speaker has his/her own Stewardship Commission liaison who also:
•
•
•
•
•

calls the week before to remind them of their speech and to check on them.
calls the night before to confirm that they will be there and where and when to meet them
at the door.
attends all the services on that day,
greets and ushers the speaker after each service to prepare for the next one. Speakers
speak at all three services and on front of a camera on the day of their speech).
makes sure the speaker knows where to sit, what movements happen at the different
services, how microphones work, and what to do between services.

Thank you for recruiting all eight speakers (eight weeks) and two understudies by Mid-August.
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Sample: Ministry Minute
Recruitment Confirmation Letter
Resource 2.41
Dear JOHN:
Thank you for being willing to serve Christ Church by saying a few words about why you love the church and
its congregation. I am aware that attending all three services is a hard thing but I hope that for this one
Sunday on which you are scheduled, you are able and willing to do so. It will be great for you as leaders
to see what the different services are like. I will look forward to speaking with you over the next few days.
I know your schedule is demanding with work and family, so please call my cell phone at _____________
anytime. If I am busy or it is too late or too early (nearly impossible!!!) then I will let it roll over to voicemail
and call you right back. I am usually asleep by 9:00 pm and awake by 5:00 am.
Thank you again for all you are doing to help the church celebrate its life and ministry in this way. Please
do not hesitate to call me. Here is the order of upcoming events:
1.

You and I discuss your 500 words.

2. You draft your 500 words (a couple of you have already) and we develop summary statements
which reflect your full statement. These we will use in postcards and bulletin announcements
3. We polish them and they are proof read for a second set of eyes.
4. Carol calls you sometime soon to invite you to attend one of two meetings in which to be filmed so
you can get used to the space, the microphone, the feelings of speaking in such a large space and
the sight of yourself on film.
5. A member of the Stewardship Commission will call you the week of and the night before you speak
to encourage you.
6. A member of the Stewardship Commission will meet you at the door on the Sunday you speak
and escort you through the day; water, snacks, directions, ...whatever you need to be happy about
speaking.
7.

You speak. You sit and return for the next service of the day until you have spoken at all the Sunday
liturgies. Please attend coffee hour so that the congregation may thank you and discuss further
their joys about what the church means to them.

The five Sundays for the talks are Oct 15, Oct 22, Oct 29, Nov 5, and Nov 12. If you tell me two dates, giving a
first and second choice, I can fit everybody in and then get back to you.
So that’s it! Thank you for doing this. I will be in touch in the next 48 hours to work with you on the 500
word content (about 2.4 to 2.7 minutes).
Peace,
George Steinbrenner
Rector or Campaign Chair
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Sample: Ministry Minute
Speaker Tips for Success
Resource 2.42

Dear Ministry-Minute Speaker:
Here are some tips for you as you plan your Sunday of ____ (#) services:
1.

Set the layout of your pages at 20-point type and number your pages on the top right, with wide
left and right margins so that you have a column of script in the center of the page. If your eye has
less far to go from left to right you will be more peaceful. In the margins you can draw a set of eyes
or glasses to remind yourself to look up from your manuscript at key times. You may also want to
highlight key phrases in each paragraph so that at a glance you can easily see content summary by
paragraph. And lastly, I suggest that pages lay flat on the pulpit lectern (which should be high for
ease of manuscript to congregation glances) and be staked on the right and moved, page by page
to the left as you finish a page; and that your finger stays with each word you speak as you read so
that if you get nervous and miss your place when you look up, your finger points to the next word.
Sometimes bending the lower left corner of a page is helpful in removing pages as you speak.

2. The process works this way: The celebrant has people pass the peace. Avoid that and use the time to
center yourself and remain calm. Then, as the announcements are said, walk slowly from your chair
or end pew seat in front of the pulpit, up the stairs to the left of the left metal railing and position
yourself in or near the celebrant’s stall or at the end of a pew near the pulpit and sit. When the
celebrant ends the announcements, he or she will end them with your introduction at which point
your should be smiling and approaching the pulpit desk with your papers ordered with page one on
top and place them on the brass pulpit desk. Adjust neither the mic nor the desk. Look out, smile,
look down, breathe and then begin. Because we have scripted your presentation at 450 words, you
need to speak slowly and clearly with long breaths between sentences without worry about going
long.
3. Be natural. Be sure to eat something and drink something so that you do not faint. It can be
frightening to speak to a congregation for the first time. Only make gestures and vocal inflections
which come naturally, and if you want to break script for an authentic interjection of a word or a
repeat for emphasis, fine. But do not interject new phrases or ideas, no matter how compelling,
since they will lengthen the presentation and distract you from your manuscript. Look up at people
and if you want a fixed point, choose the pew crossing or the back doors. Smile as much as possible
and look up as much as possible. One helpful trick when reading in church is to stop for one second
after each phrase. It seems like a long pause but it will pace the speech. We often speed up when
we are nervous.
4. At the end, look back up at them, smile, then take your pages and slowly make your way back to the
pulpit side of the steps and return to your seat, smiling. Keep your manuscript with you at all times
all morning so that it does not disappear, and always email me the last and final version so that I
can print it out from the church computers if you leave it behind, or it is misplaced at a coffee hour.
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Sample: Ministry Minute
Recruitment Guidelines
Resource 2.43

Goal
Eight speakers plus one (one under-study in case there is a last minute illness.)
Background
Last year we asked Ministry Minute speakers to answer the following question: “What I love about Christ
Church!” with the use of a specific ministry or experience which articulates the love you have for the church,
people, and the ministry of the church. The goal of these talks is to remind the congregation that Christ
Church is a valuable asset in our lives and into which to make an investment in the form of a pledge. The
secondary goal is to speak naturally and authentically, to know the speech so well that eye contact with the
listeners is maintained, and to speak slowly and clearly for less than 3 minutes or 500 words.
The speaker is not only telling the congregation why he/she (the speaker) loves the church. The speaker is
inspiring within each listener two responses:
1.

“I love that about Christ Church as well!”

2. “And there are other things I, the listener, also love about Christ Church!”
Speaker Commitment
1.

Write a 500 word statement about what you love about Christ Church (July)

2. Go over that statement with Tom to discuss content, flow etc. (Early August)
3. Work with Tom and Leo to develop a 50 word statement which flows out of your presentation and
which can be used in the Discernment Booklet (Early August)
4. Have your photo taken by Cindy for the Discernment Booklet (July or Early August) (we will not use
directory photos for this initiative.)
5. Work with Tom and others to decide which Sunday you are speaking.
6. Arrive at 7:45 am to check in with your Stewardship Commission Host on the Sunday on which you
are speaking (at announcements from the Pulpit). Speak at all three morning services.
This Year’s Theme
The theme of the campaign is focused on our pledge being a symbol of our gratitude for all God has given
to us. ...Ect. Ect.
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Speaking to the upcoming YEAR fall campaign “What I love about Christ Church” with this years theme, a
speaker might consider the following questions to inform their presentation:
1.

What bounty exists in my life which flourishes because I am a part of the Christ Church community?

2. How does my involvement and my pledge at Christ Church represent the best offering I have for
God’s glory and mission?
3. How does my experience of Christ Church represent a richness in my life?
4. How is Saint John’s a church that is engaged in unveiling God’s mission in our city, our state, and
out world?
5. How does the richness of Saint John’s love and compassion, service and kindness translate, in my
own experience, into serving the poor and marginalized of the city?
6. How is giving from my heart different from simply giving money to a non-profit like the museum
or the YMCA?
7.

How does my pledge and my involvement at Christ Church translate into being Christ to the people
of the congregation and the people of our city?

Preparation and Discernment
One way to get to the answer around “what I love about Christ Church” is to back up and ask these questions
as a way to prepare:
1.

“What would be missing in congregant’s lives were the church to disappear?... What in the
community’s lives?”

2. “What is that one experience I had this year which froze me in my place and reminded me that I
love this church community?”
3. “If I had only two minutes to tell a friend why I go to Christ Church, what would I say to motivate
them to come to church and check us out?”
About The Spirituality of Inspiration
We remember that Jesus came to us as The Word. Words are important to God. God created the world with
them. Inspire means in + breath, and so the word comes from our theology that the Holy Spirit breathes
into us the words we need when we need them. This work speakers are doing is foremost evangelism and
secondarily financial development. We are grateful to our speakers. The Holy Spirit will assist them as they
write and edit what they have written.
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How to host a Ministry Minute
Speaker
Resource 2.44
1.

Connect with speaker, mid-week to verify they are ready for Sunday. Remind the individual of the
timing of each service.

2. Call each speaker on Saturday to again confirm all is a go for Sunday.
3. Arrange to meet with the speaker at approximately 15 minutes prior to service to walk through the
logistics. Bring a bottle of water and possibly some type of snack for the speaker.
4. Sit with him/her during the service. Have something on a pew/chair to reserve your spots no later
than 15 minutes prior to each service.
5. Ensure he/she goes up to the front based on the pre-determined timing of the service.
6. Send him/her a thank you note the following week.
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Sample:
Ministry Minute Script 1
Resource 2.45

John Doe, Ministry Minute Speaker
Everyone look up. What you will see is stone: strong, mighty, unchanging, static. Believe me, I could stand
here and talk for a while about what a privilege it is to worship in this giant rock that we have decorated into
a church. But I believe that the cold, motionless stone hides the true nature of this place because, in truth,
the community of Christ Church shares more in common with a river than a stone behemoth. I say a river
because rivers do one thing very spectacularly: they flow. They, by their very nature, are always in motion,
always ready to go to new places and do new things. The same is true of Christ Church. I’ve only been here
for a couple years, but in that time, the dynamic and kinetic nature of this community has truly been lifechanging.
There’s a phrase: “Come as you are,” that this community has truly lived out. I don’t believe I am alone in
noticing how radically welcoming Christ Church is to everyone who wants to be part of this place. Saying
“Come as you are” is only half of the story. Don’t just come as you are, but leave transformed. It’s in the
transformation that this community has its true power. It’s in the act of changing lives that Christ Church has
any meaning. This is a gorgeous stone that we’re sitting in right now, but that beauty would mean nothing if
this church sat empty. What gives this place meaning is that so many people can flow through those doors,
and on some days overflow, and be transformed by the energy and passion that this community radiates.
That’s why what we’re doing here matters.
So we’re asking you to take part. Be a part of this community, take your place in the vibrant flowing river
that flows here. There’s a reason we call this act ‘pledging’, because it is the act of pledging one’s self to
the ministry of this church. It is the act of pledging your best to the work this community can do and the
lives it can change. Everything this church has ever done, for you, for me and for countless others is by the
generosity of those who could not bear to be static, but instead chose to be vibrant. All that we ask is for you
to make a pledge and join them.
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Sample:
Ministry Minute Script 2
Resource 2.46

Jane Doe, Ministry Minute Speaker
If anyone had told me three years ago that I’d be standing up here today extolling the virtues of a church,
I’d have asked them what kind of incense they were smoking.
But here I am.
My moment of truth came when I attended the Resonate service one Sunday evening.
At the time, I was facing some significant health issues. I was physically, mentally and emotionally exhausted.
I knew I was looking for some help—some inspiration—but I wasn’t sure where it would come from.
During the service, I went up to the prayer station. I lit a candle and sat near the high altar. While the soulful
music played, I observed the light through the stained glass windows. Suddenly, tears sprang to my eyes.
The longer I sat, the more my feelings intensified. In a moment of clarity, and for the first time in a long time,
I heard God talking to me. And I knew, in that instant, that everything was going to be okay.
When my husband, Bryant, came to pick me up, he could tell immediately that something had happened.
“This was amazing,” I told him. “You’ve got to come back with me.”
Ever the skeptic, Bryant was weary of going to “church”. After a few conversations, Bryant said: “Okay, let’s
give it a try.”
Based on our checkered religious pasts, the two of us faced a huge barrier on our path back to God. Finding
a route we could take together presented an even more challenge. But we came back, hand in hand, and
took our first steps toward exploring this amazing community. And in the years since, that experience has
only grown and intensified.
Resonate was our point of entry, but what we’ve found at Christ Church is a haven for our family. From
the children’s choir to the kitchen crew, from Catechumenate class to external events with the Welcome
Committee, we’ve been able to combine heartfelt worship with both spiritual awakening and service to the
parish.
Because we have received so many blessings here, we feel fortunate that we are able to give back to the
church with our time, efforts and resources. We look forward to being members of this church community
far into the future. We hope you’ll be with us.
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Sample:
Ministry Minutes Summary Statements
Resource 2.47

John Doe: Week 1

Theme: teaching and beauty for all ages
“A thriving congregation like Christ Church has both beautiful corporate worship and spiritual understanding.
I love the Catechumenate and SOWhAT classes which form both adults and youth respectively. We take
theology and use it to form our lives. That is great work.”

Jane Doe: Week 2

Theme: spiritual nourishment, beauty & music emphasis
“I love the connection to God and community I find at Christ Church. Our worship, music, preaching,
conversation, and fellowship nourish my mind, heart, and soul. And we laugh! I am strengthened for learning
and growth and service.”

Jason Doe: Week 3

Theme: family formation, children’s formation emphasis
“Christ Church is an essential part of my family’s formation in faith. The preaching and teaching are second
to none. My family is engaged in scripture, tradition, and contemporary thought. I’m grateful to have a place
like this in which to raise my children.”

Joanne Doe: Week 4

Theme: conversion of life, transformation
“Each parishioner is respected at Christ Church and is invited into a process of the transformation of our
lives. The invitation is not to conformity but to the renewal of our minds through study, worship, fellowship,
and play. This can begin the day we walk in the door.“

Josie Doe: Week 5

Theme: the value of community in tough times and easy times
“We valued a welcoming and inclusive environment, where we could become a part of a genuine community,
and ultimately raise our family in a church we were proud to call home.”

Jeremiah Doe: Week 6

Theme: giving and receiving, a plug for the Martyn Hart Society
“I see the Holy Spirit in our community. People give of themselves and they receive from each other. The
community cares about each other, receives from one another, and gives to one another. It is an active thing
—a two-way street—not passive. Life in the community of this church is an action verb. There is movement
in our giving and it flows.”
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Josiah Doe: Week 7

Theme: faith in action, ministry to the poor
“The beauty of the church and its many ministries is a constant reminder to me of the many ways in
which people come together to support, encourage, and challenge each other to live and grow in faith as a
community.”

Joseph Doe: Week 8

Theme: ministry to the sick
“I had a difficult journey last year because I was diagnosed with breast cancer. I requested prayers from
the Christ Church prayer chain. Thanks to prayers from my loving family, my Christ Church family, and many
friends across the country, I have been comforted.”
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Sample: Stewardship Campaign
Leadership FAQ’s
Resource 2.48
1.

Why did we produce the discernment booklet?
a. The cost to produce and mail the discernment booklet was one dollar each. We felt it was a way to
teach and lead on a difficult subject. Since the average pledge is $1700 and we hope to increase
it over a few years, we felt it was a good investment. The reality of life is that even churches must
spend money to raise funds. Rather than sending out many mailings and multiple bulletin inserts
to communicate our needs and accomplishments, we felt that placing it in a booklet was wise,
efficient and economical for the $1.2 million we need to raise for mission and ministry in YEAR.
b. We feel that other groups which do effective work to raise the funds they need, such as
museums and social service agencies, do a good job of telling donors what they have
accomplished, why they are a good investment and what impact they are having in
their service group. Though we know the stewardship work we are doing is a spiritual
endeavor, it also has logistical implications of which the Discernment Booklet is one.
c. When making an investment through a pledge, which is on average $1600 and which we
hope will increase on average to $3,000 over the next five years, we used the Discernment
Booklet to help congregants to make a decision which is determined, prayed, informed and
discerned. So far, more than half of the pledgers of our church have increased their pledge
and we believe the booklet is having a profound impact on pledging.

2. What does this campaign cost the church?
a. The booklet and four post cards cost $1.50 per congregant and the kick-off brunch cost $1.95
each to provide breakfast with a theme linked to the sermons. We hope the ending party on
November 20th will cost approximately $20 per person for a full dinner and entertainment
and will be an opportunity to celebrate our life together and connect in meaningful and fun
ways.
b. The Canon Steward and his budget costs the church less than 2% of the annual money spent;
but also provides pastoral, teaching, liturgical, strategic planning, conflict resolution, and
congregational development resources.
3. Why do I keep getting postcards in the mail (four of them over 8 weeks)?
a. These cards are designed to help us to celebrate our life together. They highlight the speakers
we enjoy each week, since so many families cannot make it to church every single week. The
cards also tell us what is going on in the campaign, which is valuable for a family who cares
for the future of our church and its ministry.
4. Will I get a phone call about my pledge?
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a. No, not if you make a pledge in the first six weeks of the campaign. But those who have
not pledged two weeks before the ending celebration will get a phone call to encourage a
pledge.
5. I do not pledge. I prefer to place cash or checks in the offering plate. Is that ok?
a. Any gift to the church is gratefully received but the plate is generally there to receive pledge
payments and spontaneous gifts from visitors who are here from out of town. As with any
family, the budget is informed by planned income and is spent carefully. But without pledges
there is not a way to plan strategically. We seek to lead with both prayerful discernment and
administrative non-profit excellence.
6. Who chose the Ministry Minute speakers?
a. The Church has a Commission on Stewardship under which a Committee on Major Gifts and
a Committee on Planned Giving work hard to craft excellent programming and management.
The Stewardship Commission developed a list of 45 possible speakers and reduced the list
to the final eight from whom you are hearing.
7.

Why are we having kick-off and closing events? Would it not be better just to save the money and
hope people notice the mailings and then make their pledge?
a. The opening event and the closing dinner and dance are designed as the liturgies, that are
designed to bring people together. As we come together for the Eucharist to celebrate life
and enjoy each other, and as we come together on Wednesday nights for formation and
meals, so too we come together for these two stewardship events in order to celebrate the
great accomplishment of raising the funds we need to do ministry together. These events are
also a way to thank those whose hard work and gifts make our ministry possible.

8. Why are we having a dinner and dance on November 20 to end the campaign? Usually, we just let
the campaign drag out into Easter until the past pledges arrive.
a. The event is designed both to bring us together and to mark the end of the campaign season.
It takes a family about 30 minutes to discuss family finances and to decide on a pledge. We
are asking congregants to do that discernment about the amount of their pledge over eight
weeks rather than 8 months. In the past, congregants have taken as much as eight months to
decide on their pledge. We are asking the congregation to reduce that decision window and
to limit discernment to eight weeks, so that the pledges are in before the final budget needs
to be decided upon.
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9.

What is the budget of our church? How do we spend the money we raise and what does the
Vestry do?
a.
The church offers complete transparency regarding the budget and with an email or
phone call, a budget will be sent to you. The vestry minutes are public documents and can
be requested and some key points are highlighted each month for congregants.

10.

No one ever asks my opinion and I have some!
a.
We welcome letters and notes. We welcome calls to Vestry Members and clergy with
your opinions. We host conversations each fall in which your opinions are requested and
openly heard by everyone. We want to know what you think. This is YOUR church!
b.
We do a special “how are you doing” phone-a-thon each man, precisely to ask you
opinion, which we enthusiastically welcome.
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Phone-A-Thon Script,
Mid-Campaign
Resource 2.49

Introductory Notes

Thank you for taking the time and making the effort to reach out to our church community though this
Phone-a-Thon. What we know about financial development in churches is that relationships form the
foundation of all giving. It is not a surprise that the number of people who pledge matches, almost exactly,
the number of people who attend. People give because they have a real relationship with the church in a
physical and human way, as well as a relationship with the people they consider friends within the church.
And finally, they give out of an awareness and confidence in the mission and leadership.
Most calls will result in a message left, but this message is still very important. They will listen to it simply
because it mentions the church and is a human voice. Please be clear that we are asking people who have
yet to pledge, to please do so now.
What follows are scripts for the basic phone call, and then some bullets which might help as you face
questions.
Thank you for making this time to make these calls. I cannot tell you how important these calls—and
the hand-written notes we send in January—are to making this campaign a success. These two personto-person contacts are simply essential to creating energy and maintaining connections. People give to
people. You are those people.

Script

(NOTE: Before you dial their number, check to see if they have or have not yet pledged to the campaign. The
answer to this vital question changes your introductory statement of thanks):
“Hello, my name is JOHN and I am calling to thank you….”
(CHOOSE ONE OF THESE TWO OPTIONS)
HAVE pledged
“…for having made your pledge to the mission of Christ Church.”
HAVE NOT yet pledged
“…for considering your pledge to the mission of Christ Church.”
“We are in the middle of the campaign and it is going very well. We hope to have all pledges in by DATE.”
“On DATE, we will celebrate the end of the pledge campaign with EVENT.”
“Thank you for sending in your pledge card or making your pledge online.”
Christ Church is a wonderful community of people doing great work in our city. Your pledge helps us to plan
that ministry.
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Tips
If you are interrupted with a person telling you that they have pledged (it is in the mail, etc.)
Thank them for their pledge, and for their time on the telephone, and invite them to the Campaign
Celebration on DATE.
If you are told that they do not or will not pledge
Ask them if there is any concern they have which makes it difficult for them to make a pledge.
If they are upset about anything, tell them that you hear their concerns and will, with their permission,
convey concerns to the clergy or to the appropriate person.
Never debate, never get defensive (even on behalf of the church or clergy).
If you are told they are unhappy with some aspect of life at the church
Listen, never interrupt, thank them for their willingness to tell you of their concerns, and ask if you may
convey these concerns to the clergy. Never debate or object. Just listen and tell them they have been heard.
If you are told of a problem with a pledge or past gift
Thank them for telling you about the problem; apologize to them for any inconvenience and explain that
you will be sure to tell the Rector that this was a problem so that it does not happen again. Then please
make a note that gets to the Rector.
If you are told they cannot come to the celebration on DATE
Thank them for their pledge or for the consideration of one, tell them that they will be missed and that they
can RSVP on line or by calling or emailing the church right up until the day before the event if they are able
to change their mind or if their calendar changes.
If there is a pastoral issue mentioned which you feel requires a member of the clergy to address
Listen to their story. Thank them for telling you about their situation. Ask if you may pass this information
along to the clergy and ask if there is clergy in particular they would like to call them back about the situation
they have conveyed. Explain that the information they have told you will be held in strict confidence and
that only the clergy will be informed of their situation/need if, in fact, that is their desire. Please do not
inquire into details unclear to you and please refrain form offering advice or logistical help. Simply thank
them and tell them that you are able and willing to pass this along to clergy.
If you are asked about planned giving or major gifts
Please tell them that you will ask STEWARDSHIP CHAIR to follow up to answer their questions.
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Phone-A-Thon Script,
Late-Campaign
Resource 2.50
Script
Verbal Call Script
(Note: As you make the calls, if you see we are missing email addresses or cell phone numbers, would you
please ask the person with whom you are speaking to provide that for our records and use the call list to
add that in clear printing to it in red so that we may update our records? Thank you)
• Hello, my name is JOHN and I am calling from CHRIST CHURCH. We are only 19 days away from the
celebration of the stewardship pledge campaign on DATE at PLACE.
• We are reaching out to those who pledged last fall. Your pledge card for YEAR may be in the mail
or on its way through an online pledge but just in case, I am calling to ask if you will confirm your
pledge in the next few days before DATE, the last day of our stewardship campaign.
• Our hope is to reach our $XXXX goal at our celebration, on DATE which means receiving all of the
pledges by Wednesday so that we can end the campaign. We do not want to be pestering our
congregation any longer than necessary.
• Would you please help us to reach our $XXXX goal by making your pledge in the next 19 days so that
we can celebrate the successful end of the campaign that night?
• I will send a follow up email just to provide you with a link to the online site for making this pledge,
and I will also send a pledge card as an attachment.
• Any response you make by email can conform your new pledge and can be added to pledges as we
seek to reach our goal next week.
• Please respond in the next few days so that we can celebrate on DATE with joy.
• Thank you for your investment in the mission of Christ Church. We are excited about this year’s
accomplishments and thrilled with the potential of next year’s work.
• Please call me or return my email if you have any questions or if I can be of any further help in
counting your pledge to our totals in the next seven days.

Email Follow-Up

(NOTE: Cut and paste email address from your list and then send a follow-up email before making next call.
If you see no email address, write name on note card envelope to write a hand-written note before the next
call.)
(After a live, connected conversation—ie: they answered their phone and you spoke to them)
Subject: We need your help in the next few days
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It was very kind of you to speak with me today about this final week of pledging to the Christ Church
stewardship campaign. Enclosed is a link to the pledge web site (http://christchurch.org/Pledge) and I have
also attached the PDF of a pledge card in case you would simply like to print out a new pledge card for your
use. Any response to this email with an amount you would like to pledge for YEAR will help us to reach our
goal on DATE.
Warmly and with thanks for your help,
Your name
(please attach a PDF of the pledge card to the email)

—or—
(In the event you left a message)
Subject: We need your help in the next few days
I am sorry to miss you today. I left a message about this final week of pledging to the Saint John’s Cathedral
stewardship campaign. Enclosed is a link to the pledge web site (http://christchurch.org/Pledge) and I have
also attached the PDF of a pledge card in case you would simply like to print out a new pledge card for your
use. Any response to this email with an amount you would like to pledge for YEAR will help us to reach our
goal on DATE.
Warmly and with thanks for your help,
Your name
(please attach a PDF of the pledge card to the email)

FEARLESS TIP: For other material on pledge campaign management, see Fearless Church Fundraising,
Pages 132-147.
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Stewardship Campaign Closure
Recognition
There are a few things to consider as you plan your recognition plan for
the parish annual pledge stewardship program:
1.

The first “thank you” should come from the rector, vicar, or priestin-charge. It should:
a. Be hand-written on attractive and inexpensive note card
stock.
b. Be legible (if you have bad hand writing, then use a printer
to do the body of each note in an informal script and write
the salutation (“Dear……:” and the concluding signature of
first name) in blue, live ink.
c. be mailed within 30 days of the end of the campaign at the
latest.
d. Include the amount pledged for the year.
e. Be kept short ( two to three sentences)

Notes:

2. The second communication should come from the treasurer and
should:
a. List the terms of the gift and its amount (frequency of
payments, etc.)
b. Note that payments will be acknowledged quarterly until
the pledge is paid
c. Say a final tax acknowledgment will be sent in the first week
of January
d. Note that the gift amount is strictly confidential between
the treasurer and the rector, vicar, or priest-in-charge.
e. Be typed on church stationary, 8.5 x 11 inches, with live blue
ink signature, no personal note and stamped “confidential”
by ink stamp (Kinko’s has them) or in laser on the letter
text.
3. The acknowledgment of payments should be monthly or quarterly.
Pledgers should never be unsure as to how they stand on their
pledge payment unless they specifically request that no statement
be provided regularly.
4. Late payments should be reminded gently by a short form note
from the treasurer asking if there is anything the parish can do
to assist the congregant in the payment of their pledge. It should
never look like a bill or invoice.
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1.

A tax acknowledgement should be sent from the treasurer to
acknowledge all payments made prior to midnight December 31st.
If checks arrive up to four days into the new year, most parishes
accept the pledge as payment for that previous year’s pledge.
FEARLESS TIP: For other material on campaign closure: see Fearless
Church Fundraising, Pages 147-159.

Notes:
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Sample:
Year-End Giving Article
Resource 2.51

Year-End Giving Article
Some people find that at the end of the year, they would like to give a special gift to the mission of the
church. For some it is a celebration of having …well… lived another great year! For others there was a year-end
bonus to share, and for still others it simply makes sense to give a little extra money away simply because
they can—and enjoy doing so. And for some, using a planned giving tool such as a charitable remainder
trust makes it possible to make a large gift while also benefiting from the tax and living advantages of
various planned gift mechanisms.
The church gratefully receives year-end gifts including stock and payment beyond YEAR completed pledges.
Some whose income is based on annual sales have been conservative about their YEAR pledge and were
waiting to make a year-end gift when they had a better picture of their financial situation. We have had to
significantly tighten the belts of the budget this year and it is our hope that $200,000 in various additional
gifts and special contributions will assist the mission and ministry of the church.
If you have money you would like to give to more fully fund the mission and ministry of the church at the
year-end (before December 31, YEAR), or if you would like to honor a loved one, celebrate an event or give
thanks for a blessing, please contact the rector.
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Sample:
In-Kind Gift Thank You Letter
Resource 2.52

Dear JOHN and JOANNE,
Thank you for the elegant rug you gave to the Christ Church for our use in the library this year. I am aware
that a standard tax gift acknowledgement letter will be sent to you for this gift, and yet I wanted to thank
you personally for the rug that so beautifully sets off the other lovely things in such a gorgeous space of
welcome, study, and comfort.
As Christmas comes our way, I am aware of the incarnation and of the value God has placed on things of
this world. I am also aware of the love of beauty that God so clearly exhibits in creation. Your gift of physical
beauty to the church’s space set aside for quiet study and reflection we gratefully received. Thank you on
behalf of the many who will use this space so much improved by your kindness.
Thank you for your generosity and know that we will put this rug to good use over the decades to come.
Warmly and with deep thanks,

George Steinbrenner
Rector or Campaign Chair
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Sample: Letter to Hand-Written
Note Writers
Resource 2.53
Dear JOHN and JANE,
Thank you for taking the time these next two weeks to write hand-written notes to the donors to our
ministry and mission at the church. I go to my mailbox daily and I sort junk mail from bills. Only occasionally
do I see real, blue ink on a real note and that envelope seems to glow. It is placed aside, separate, like a
sacrament of generosity. Someone actually took time to write to me, with blue ink, from a real pen!
Thank you for making the time (and I know you are busy!) to do this work. It need not be long — just three
phrases or more if you are able. All you want to do is cover the following:
• Dear_________________ you have made a generous pledge to the mission God is unfolding at and
through Christ Church. I am writing to thank you for making that pledge and for providing those
funds.
• By making this pledge you have both honored your stewardship of your life and the hard work which
is changing lives daily.
• I write on behalf of thousands of people whose lives are informed and improved through this gift
you are making. (signature)
As a way to thank you for writing a hand-written note to every pledger to the campaign work, we are
hosting a dinner for you and your significant other on ____________________ at ______________’s House
at _______________________ beginning at _____________pm. Bring nothing but an appetite, and please do
come. It will be a fun night with great food and an opportunity for us to thank you for this hard work you
are doing.
Warmly,

Ruthie Cohen
Stewardship Chair
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Barriers to Effective Financial
Development
What Some Churches Face
1.

Fear of transparency
This is connected to a leader’s personal shame or desire for face
saving. Sarah Matthews, “ Sometimes I have found that it is that
the rector is giving little to nothing and if more people were to see
the giving lists, then this might expose him/her. I`ve known many
priests with the attitude that, “well I give my life to the Church, I
shouldn`t have to give my money as well.”

Notes:

2. Leadership may also be concerned about saving face due to
previous decisions.
3. Lack of training, resource and evaluation of clergy or lay leaders
4. No theology of “fundraising as ministry”
Resource: Henri Nouwen’s “Spirituality of Fundraising”
5. Hosting the case’s vision for return investment
6. Limited view of volunteer engagement.
Typically volunteers are made up of Vestry members and a few
strongly committed parishioners. This is a chance to invite new
members into this ministry. However, inviting new members in
means that the ministry itself can change.
Draw link to Generational Characteristics conversation:
Millennials and Generation X’ers will volunteer but will want to
be asked their opinion and be able to make the position their
own. Offer responsibilities not tasks.
7.

A worthy and communicated case

8. Clergy: why they should know about pledging
“Pledging: What should Clergy know?” Episcopal Church
Foundation Vestry Papers (May 2014) by E. Weber-Johnson
9. Resource for tools of the trade and metrics.
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Notes:
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Where to Go from Here:
Launching Fearless Church
Fearless Church Fundraising exists as an agent of change. Trained teams
engage the Fearless Church Fundraising model documents, collections,
and consider the notes, instruction, and discussion as a way to learn about
effective resource development in churches and religious institutions.
Trained teams then return home with the strategic plans developed when
in conversation during the evening Bishops’ Suites Discussions.

Notes:

We are seeking to change a culture. This work will take years and
will, occasionally, meet with resistance—especially when it comes to
measuring effectiveness and adding effective financial development and
membership growth functions to existing workloads. Change will happen
conversation by conversation, meeting by meeting, workshop by workshop,
and church by church. If we proceed with Fearless Church Fundraising,
over seven years, Fearless Church Fundraising will train 15 teams annually
in regions around the nation and around the world until each diocese
has a team of residential consultants, deployable by the Bishop alongside
other teaching resources of a diocese to increase capacity in financial
and membership resources throughout each diocese. The vision of
Fearless Church Fundraising is that 500 alumni teachers are working in
the field as free church teaching consultants with ready access, on any
computer or mobile device, to an online library of resource documents
so that churches need not re-invent the wheel every time a financial
development or membership growth initiative needs to be engaged in the
strengthening of a church’s mission.
A new rector, never really trained in financial development or membership
growth, will have a place to turn to get training for her new pledge
campaign committee, major gifts committee or planned giving leadership.
A Bishop will be able to deploy Fearless Church Fundraising-trained
teachers so that under-producing churches may get the help they need
and the model documents which make it possible for them to fund robust
mission. A region will simply call the Bishop to request a Fearless Church
Fundraising teacher who will develop a custom-designed new workshop
on major gifts solicitation, a new seminar on hosting a Come and See
campaign or a new church summit on pledge campaign case development;
to name a few examples. All they need to do is assemble some slides, reread their notes and assemble some model documents and—voila!—they
are ready to teach a group of lay leaders and clergy how to do any number
or collection of financial development tasks.
Over time, the churches will begin to raise more members and more
dollars. As more funds are raised in churches, more funds are contributed
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by churches to dioceses; and all boats in the ecclesial harbor rise together.
Here is what you may want to consider as you leave this training:
1.

Will the Bishop be willing and able to continue to lead this team
and deploy it to churches, regions, and initiatives that need
teaching? What is your plan in the event of a Bishop’s departure?
Will a new Bishop be trained so that they may effectively lead
an existing, trained team of church Fearless Church Fundraising
teachers? Who will be the “canary in the mine” to raise an alarm
if this material is not engaged?

Notes:

2. Will Fearless Church Fundraising teachers write monthly columns
in newsletters or newspapers of the diocese or create teaching
videos to share with other Fearless Church Fundraising dioceses,
providing on-going teaching from Fearless Church Fundraising
materials? What role will conversation and metrics in financial
development and membership growth take in assemblies of a
diocese?
3. What is the contract between the Bishop and their teachers
trained at Fearless Church Fundraising? How often may they be
deployed? How much time in a month or year will they teach and
lead in this work? How will they be thanked and recognized?
4. If one of the lay leaders or clergy on your team departs the
diocese, what is your plan to get a replacement trained at another
Fearless Church Fundraising team by invitation of another Bishop
and by adding them into the other Bishop’s team for training,
then returning them to their home-diocese to be absorbed into
the residential Fearless Church Fundraising team of teachers?
5. How and when will the Bishop and Fearless Church Fundraising
team of teachers meet to support each other, compare notes,
commiserate, and revise teaching and visitation plans in the
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1.

What metrics tools will be used to establish benchmarks and note
successive metrics in financial development and membership
growth in the diocese? Generally, what gets measured, gets
done. What will you want done? What will you measure? How
will the entire diocese have conversations at conventions that
show metrics, by church, so that there are not secrets kept about
plummeting pledging or membership? In the event of dramatic
decreases (or not so dramatic decreases), do you want to
intervene with additional Fearless Church Fundraising teaching?
If so, who is keeping an eye on metrics so that the Bishop and
Fearless Church Fundraising teaching team know that they need
to be deployed?

2. How do you want to use Fearless Church Fundraising teaching
teams in an interim period?
3. How will your Fearless Church Fundraising team re-assemble
annually for additional training and to encounter new Fearless
Church Fundraising training materials and model documents?
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Taking Fearless Church
Fundraising Home
Resource 2.54

Questions: Taking Fearless Church Fundraising Home
1.

Establishing metrics; how will we establish base-lines and analysis?

2. Accountability and transparency: how will we make this a conversation priority in our diocese?
3. How will we set measurable goals for systems change and increased resource development?
4. Who can lead this conversation in our diocese? (one point-person, faculty, beyond faculty)
5. How will we structure a program to roll-out adult teaching in our diocese over the next 5 years in
financial development and membership growth?
a. What is the teaching system?
b. Do we begin with three experimental churches for teaching?
c. Teaching in pairs?
d. How will we cycle all churches through it?
e. How will this dovetail with existing formation (Fresh Start, Church Development Institute,
etc.?)
6. Where might we experience barriers?
7.

What money can we use to raise more money?

8. How will we set measurable goals for systems change and increased resource development?
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Teaching Fearless Church
Fundraising to Adults
As you take this material out into your dioceses, remember that adults
learn differently than do youth or adolescents. You are primarily teachers
of this material. At times your work will feel like consulting and it is. At
other times you will feel like preachers or evangelists of this material and
you are that too. But mostly, you are teachers.
Your job is to teach churches how to do a more effective job in financial
development and membership growth so that the resulting resources
fuel the needs of mission.

Notes:

So here is a summary of things to remember about teaching adults. Please
use this material to remind yourself to engage, rather than lecture, involve
rather than talk and lead rather than command.
Adults learn best when their teachers tell them why:
Why are Fearless Church Fundraising topics important? Be prepared to
explain why Fearless Church Fundraising is important to The Episcopal
Church, to the churches in their diocese, to their parish, and to God’s
mission. Faculty members must be able to say why resource development
is important and why each topic within the curriculum is essential.
Adults learn best when their teachers allow them to learn in their own
way:
There are three adult learning styles: visual, auditory, tactile (see below).
1.

Visual: Visual learners rely on images like graphs, diagrams,
and illustrations. “Show me!” is their motto. Fearless Church
Fundraising faculty members will need to be able and willing to
teach using technology. Adult visual learners are best taught in
a circle and not theater-style. What does the subject look like?
They want to know. You can best communicate this with handouts,
writing on the whiteboard, and asking questions like, “Do you see
how this works?”

2. Auditory: These adults learn best by listening. “Tell me!” is their
motto. Articulate, creative storytellers who can tack quickly from
topic to topic are essential. Auditory learners will pay close
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attention to the sound of your voice and its subtle messages.
Expect them to participate actively in discussions. You can best
communicate with them by speaking clearly, asking leading
questions, and asking, “How does that sound to you?”
3. Tactile: Adult tactile learners need to be involved in the production
of something physical in order to understand it. Their motto is
“Let me do it.” Give the tactile learners tasks like writing up plans,
arranging world café posters with an array of themes or notions,
and problems for interactive solving on posters as a team. They
trust their feelings and emotions about what they’re learning and
how you’re teaching it. They want to touch the ideas that they’re
mastering. They are the ones who will get up and help you with
role-playing, a valuable assist with Fearless Church Fundraising
materials. You can best communicate with tactile learners by
involving volunteers, allowing them to practice what they’re
learning, and using phrases like, “How do you feel about that?”
Fearless Church Fundraising teachers need to be kind and outgoing.

Notes:

Adults also prefer to see interaction between two faculty members. This
interaction helps adults stay with the material. Solitary “talking heads”
will produce only glazed eyes and a lost teaching opportunity. Because
of this, Fearless Church Fundraising sets aside a study day, called the
Bishops’ “Suite Session,” in which faculty-in-training discuss and analyze
the teaching materials in private sessions. This session does not determine
what material stays or goes. All the material is essential. The Fearless
Church Fundraising Bishop’s Suite Session gives faculty members a daily
setting in which they might, as a church team, imagine different ways to
roll out Fearless Church Fundraising in their parishes and regions.
Adults also learn best when their teachers introduce experiential elements into their instruction:
Experiential teaching encourages adult learners to engage with the
Fearless Church Fundraising material. Role-playing and exercises engage
adults as they draw on and relate their life experiences to the Fearless
Church Fundraising material. Good faculty members maintain control of
the classroom, however. Again, experiential conversations are designed to
engage learners, not to derail the Fearless Church Fundraising curriculum.
Mature and emotionally intelligent faculty will be able to lead a classroom
comprising The Episcopal Church’s most gifted Bishops, clergy, and lay
leaders.
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Teaching Fearless Church
Fundraising to Adults
(cont’d.)

Adults learn best when they are ready to learn:

Notes:

Adult learners need to be ready to learn or no learning will take place. The
Buddhist proverb applies here: “When the student is ready, the teacher
will appear.” The best teachers are flexible, constantly reading the room,
and able to tack quickly to a new approach or topic when the class tells
its teachers they’re embarking on a new learning trajectory. They may
express this change of direction through a question or comment. So able
Fearless Church Fundraising teachers will be able to speedily adapt part of
the curriculum to the moment, and to re-engage the class. As you recruit
your Fearless Church Fundraising faculty, look for people with agile brains,
physical energy, and compassion for how adults learn.
Adults learn best when expectations are clear and when they are encouraged and respected:
Adult learners need to be taught with deep respect, encouragement, and
clear expectations. Many of our students will not have been in a classroom
for a number of years; some may be sensitive that the faculty member’s
ecclesial title or experience may not match the student’s. Also, fear is not
to be underestimated. Among Fearless Church Fundraising learners, there
may be anxiety, fatigue from demanding lives, and resistance around
issues of raising money and welcoming new members as churches weaken
and close around the nation and the world. As membership drops in many
churches and financial resources dwindle with the passing of the Great
and Silent Generations, we are seeing heightened anxiety around money
and membership. So you will need to recruit resilient and courageous
leaders who are able to address resistance and anxiety in the classroom.
Adding new members to your Fearless Church Fundraising Consulting
Team:
What is constant is change. We know only that things change and our
desire for stability is constantly being upset by change. Your Fearless
Church Fundraising team will change over time. Bishops have recruited
carefully. And their team has been trained. But team members will move
to new places, experience life changes and take new jobs. As we train
Fearless Church Fundraising leaders they will, year after year, enter the life
of the church and even if they move on, they will become leaders where
the land, offering teaching and skillsets for financial development and
membership growth in new places under new Bishops. Nothing is lost.
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However, a Bishop who loses a team member will need to replace them.
As you find new leaders, send them to new Fearless Church Fundraising
trainings which have space availability as add-ons to the student group,
folded into one of the new training teams as a guest of that diocese for
that year’s class.
When a Bishop has successfully recruited their Fearless Church Fundraising
faculty, a volunteer contract will need to be sent and signed by both the
Bishop and the prospective faculty member. The contract will note:
1.

The required pre-seminar work and pre-conference meet-ups to
take place.

2. The required attendance and attention at Fearless Church
Fundraising training. For example, all participants, including the
Bishop, will be asked to arrive on time and stay through the entire
training session- taking non-essential pastoral calls and emails
only at breaks. All participants, including the Bishop, will be asked
to maintain diligent focus on Fearless Church Fundraising seminars
and breakout sessions out of respect for the material, the mission,
and the faculty.

Notes:

3. The expectations (job description) for the Fearless Church
Fundraising faculty member over the three-year, or more, period of
leadership. (Bishops can estimate this based on their knowledge
of the travel times in their diocese.)
4. Likely expenses the faculty member will incur and by Fearless
Church Fundraising and by the recruiting Bishop.
Why invest time and people in Fearless Church Fundraising?
We are living in exciting and changing times for the world and for the
Church. Many of the old assumptions about how we come together as the
Body of Christ and how we support the ministry of the baptized are being
reevaluated as the power and privilege afforded us by Christendom wanes.
We need new models of leadership and support that will help the church
live more fully its vocation to restore all people to unity with God and each
other in Christ. Fearless Church Fundraising offers innovative opportunities
to increase the Church’s human and financial assets so that we may more
faithfully participate in God’s mission in the 21st century.
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Teaching Fearless Church
Fundraising to Adults
(cont’d.)

Why are you asking lay and clergy leaders to join the Bishop’s Fearless
Church Fundraising faculty?

Notes:

First, the Episcopal Church needs strong parishes to power and support
God’s mission. A church’s strength rests largely on its resources—the
money it gives and the energy and love it expends in service. We know
Jesus invited people to join his movement, and join they did. We know
that women, especially, were inspired to answer Jesus’ invitation and
that they supported his work with intrepid generosity, providing Jesus
with resources to fund his earthly mission. Clergy today are rarely
trained in financial development or in membership growth. The Bishops
will therefore be asking a minimum of two lay and two clergy leaders
to become his Fearless Church Fundraising faculty members. As Fearless
Church Fundraising faculty, they will be trained in financial development
and membership growth. They will also go out to teach all aspects Fearless
Church Fundraising, both in the Episcopal Church in their diocese and
farther afield, alongside the Bishop and as an extension of the Bishop’s
ministry.
Second, a Bishop’s commitment (and of their Fearless Church Fundraising
faculty) is to attend one four-day Fearless Church Fundraising seminar.
This seminar involves some small but necessary pre-conference research,
reading, and the study of church metrics an outline of which they will
receive in late July. It also requires a commitment of time each month,
over three years following the seminar, to train churches in financial
development and membership growth as a teacher and church human
resource. The Fearless Church Fundraising faculty commitment to teach
and consult will be determined by the Bishop and the faculty during the
four-day seminar on a daily basis around topics of study. A contract drafted
and signed at the end of the seminar will formalize the commitment of
faculty members.
Fearless Church Fundraising faculty members will be invited for annual
follow-up seminars (from 2015 to 2020) consisting of one Friday of training
and materials analysis.
Essential to this work is that Bishops choose the right Fearless Church
Fundraising faculty members (two in each order). The Bishop may know a
number of people who are well-versed in the practice of stewardship. But
not everyone who is passionate about stewardship or mission is the right
person for Fearless Church Fundraising, which is tasked with teaching
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adult learners. This is a specialized teaching ministry. Bishops may be
tempted to fill the four faculty positions with willing volunteers simply to
assemble a team. This would be a mistake. Fearless Church Fundraising
depends on the recruitment of the right faculty members. Fearless Church
Fundraising faculty should possess:
•

High emotional and intellectual intelligence

•

The ability to teach adults in ways that adults best learn

•

A capacity for the willing provision of volunteer teaching and consulting
time for the Bishop in their diocese for the three years after Fearless
Church Fundraising.

•

The youth and vigor to fuel late-night and, in some dioceses, longdistance driving and teaching.

•

Deep patience, kindness, and desire to help the Church increase its
ability to change systems, raise money and increase membership

•

Excellent boundaries. On the one hand, Fearless Church Fundraising
faculty positions are not full-time jobs. On the other, good teachers will
be repeatedly invited to return to provide yet more teaching. Faculty
members therefore need to use discernment and discretion in saying
yes and no. By the same token, the Bishop’s Fearless Church Fundraising
coordinator must see the big picture and weigh this against entreaties
for teaching, ensuring that all regions are being fairly resourced with
Fearless Church Fundraising faculty with the counsel of their bishop.

Notes:
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Fearless Church
Fundraising
Resource 2.55

Fearless Church Fundraising
The Practical and Spiritual Approach to Stewardship

Charles LaFond
9780819228635 | $26.00 | Paper
6 x 9 | 208 pages | Morehouse Publishing
Considering how essential fundraising is to ministry,
many church leaders remain terrified of asking for money.
Fearless Church Fundraising removes the terror from
stewardship, urging leaders to focus on deep spiritual
conversion and a clear, compelling mission before they
design the pledge cards. In this rich resource—part
handbook, part workbook, part spiritual guidebook—
former monk and popular consultant Charles LaFond
combines humor and wisdom with road-tested
strategies and sample campaign documents to provide
an ideal, ecumenical approach for anyone raising money
in church communities. The result is an irresistible text
that promises to transform your ministry’s fundraising
and its spiritual life.
Call 800.672.1789, visit ChurchPublishing.org, or shop
your local Episcopal or secular bookstore.

Call 800.672.1789, visit ChurchPublishing.org,

Call 800.672.
1789,
ChurchPublishing.org,
or shop
your visit
local Episcopal
or secular bookstore. or shop Amazom.com.
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A Model App:
Cheerful Giving
Resource 2.56

Cheerful Giving is for believers, dreamers, doers and visionaries. It’s for those who contribute to the
work of God and those who have big hearts for benevolent causes in their community and beyond. The
contributions of which soften hearts, calm fears, lift burdens, weaken the hold of misery, escalate hope
and promote stewardship of the earth and its creatures.
Cheerful Giving aims to be the largest ecosystem of donors, charities, nonprofits and faith-based
organizations. It’s a digital platform where people discover, learn, connect, share, volunteer and give to
causes that move their hearts.
With Cheerful Giving, donors give anytime, anywhere – from church, from home and even when traveling.
Whether prompted by the heart, in response to an urgent need, or fulfilling a pledge -- Cheerful Giving
accommodates life in motion. Electronic giving helps donors manage and stay organized with automatic
receipts, a giving history, management of recurring gifts, tributes and more.
Donors give seamlessly and easily from their mobile device, their computer and even from a donate
button on your church’s website. It’s fast and quiet enough to use during services. Cheerful Giving is also
useful for payments such as marriage retreats, youth camps, mission trips, books and tuition.
As the church participates alongside charities and nonprofits, the work of Christ is elevated through the
love and outreach of the local church. There are many philanthropists and neighbors who would support
the good work of the church if only they knew about it. This touch point with the community is an
opportunity to share the deeper purpose of service.
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A Model App:
Cheerful Giving
Resource 2.56 (cont’d.)
Built on Purpose
In between the acts of generosity, Cheerful Giving is designed to engage donors in the impact of their
gifts like never before. Through videos, headlines and streaming communication, donors are transported
alongside the boots-on-the-ground to experience how the work of Christ is changing lives. Cheerful Giving
cultivates understanding, compassion and calling.
Just as Facebook has brought the world together to connect people-with-people, Cheerful Giving connects
people to the causes that move their hearts. Like Facebook, it’s a big tent that welcomes everyone. The
difference is, however, Cheerful Giving focuses on important work that changes lives, and it does so without
the clutter and noise of typical social media. It maintains the focus and compels the community to action.

A Look at a Glance
•
•
•
•

Full Screen Profile for each local church
A local church may create Cause Profiles for each fundraising program. Cause Profiles are
designed to educate, inspire involvement through donations, volunteerism and sharing to
multiply the impact; and to keep people engaged
Donations are as easy as tap and give
Cheerful Giving’s personalized Administrator’s Dashboard allows you to easily manage content
and donations
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From Our Heart to Yours
Each local Episcopal Church is welcomed to participate at no charge. Donation processing is 1.5% for
ACH, and 3.5% for credit card.

About: Is a full description of the cause
Headlines: Post news to keep people up-to-date and inspired
Newsfeed: Connect directly with your Facebook and Twitter for compelling posts, videos and photos
Impact: Blog photos, testimonials, reports and thoughts

The Safest, Most Efficient Way to Give
Cheerful Giving is safe, reliable and efficient. No personal or banking information is ever stored on the
device. No sensitive or banking information is ever sent over the internet. As donors give electronically,
there’s less overhead also for the church. The physical processing of paper checks and money, and the risks
of transferring money from one-hand-to-another is virtually eliminated.
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A Model App:
Cheerful Giving
Resource 2.56 (cont’d.)

A Multi-Generation Platform
Cheerful Giving is multi-generational. It’s not only for
digital natives and the younger generation. It’s for anyone
that uses the internet or a smartphone. If someone uses
Facebook, Amazon, pays a bill online or has email, they
could easily use Cheerful Giving. By engaging your youth as
Cheerful Champions to help on-board Cheerful Giving, the
technology itself will refresh and energize the congregation
and bridge a deeper relationship among the generations.

We Make it Easy
Cheerful Giving offers you a resource library of materials and tools to
help integrate an electronic option for donations. We have scripts for
announcements, videos, professionally designed email templates, ads for
your website and bulletins as well as an Implementation Guide to create
a special day of generosity using the new technology. We even offer tee
shirts and caps for your cheerful champion youth. Cheerful Giving offers full
support to ignite enthusiasm and adoption within your church.
Each local church receives its own Cheerful Giving Administrative Dashboard
to manage content and donation activity in near real-time. Adding profiles
and causes are as easy as dragging and dropping photos and text into a
template. Headlines and posts are drag and drop too. Newsfeeds attach
directly to your own Facebook and twitter accounts for automatic imports.
Donation activity shows each donor, along with all transaction details
which can be easily exported. Donations are deposited into your account
immediately after processing without delay.
Just as technology has revolutionized the way we pay bills, make travel
reservations, shop and communicate, Cheerful Giving ushers in a new way
to give. The utility of having one platform for all donations means greater
engagement, better stewardship, and more giving with more frequency.
For more information, contact CEO, Cynthia Mitchell at 800.926.4551 ext. 700
or visit cheerfulgiving.com.
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